Ephesians 6:10-12 “10 Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord, and in the power of his might. 11 Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil. 12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.”
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These prayers have been written according to personal opinions and convictions, which are gathered from many counseling sessions and our interpretation of the Word of God, the Bible.

In no way have these prayers been written to discriminate against any persons, churches, organizations, and/or political parties. We ask therefore that you handle this book in the same manner.

What does it mean to renounce something?

To renounce means to speak of one’s self. If something has been renounced it has been rejected, cut off, or the individual is refusing to follow or obey. Other words that fit with the subject of renunciations include refuse, repudiate, and resist. It is a joy to realize that by the act of our repentance, we can appropriate the finished work of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus). His shed Blood reverses all curses.

Scripture says:

Proverbs 28:13 “13 He who covers his transgressions will not prosper, but whoever confesses and forsakes his sins will obtain mercy.”

We have seen the effect in so many people’s lives of confessing, repenting, and turning away from the idolatry and demonic covenants that have permeated their very existence, unbeknown to them. The fact that this exists is truly an evil demonic plot against the Body of Messiah.

2 Corinthians 4:2 “2 We have renounced disgraceful ways (secret thoughts, feelings, desires and underhandedness, the methods and arts that men hide through shame); we refuse to deal craftily (to practice trickery and cunning) or to adulterate or handle dishonestly the Word of God, but we state the truth openly (clearly and candidly). And so we commend ourselves in the sight and presence of God to every man’s conscience.”

Y’shua (Jesus) calls us to be actively engaged seeking freedom and wholeness, no matter what our life experiences.

GOD’s Word gives us a promise:
Isaiah 54:17 “17 But no weapon that is formed against you shall prosper, and every tongue that shall rise against you in judgment you shall show to be in the wrong. This [peace, righteousness, security, triumph over opposition] is the heritage of the servants of the Lord [those in whom the ideal Servant of the Lord is reproduced]; this is the righteousness or the vindication which they obtain from Me [this is that which I impart to them as their justification], says the Lord.”

Guidelines for using the prayers of renunciation …

The Book of James highlights very clearly for us that there is a two-fold step in order to be released from all bondages.

James 4:7 “7 So be subject to God. Resist the devil [stand firm against him], and he will flee from you.”

The two-legged renunciation of occultic involvement is:

1. **Confession of involvement.**

To confess involvement, the prayer is read out loud, preferably with one or more witnesses present, as well as with a trained counselor. The reason for this is so that the individual will have a memorial of remembrance of the renunciation prayer. These prayers are similar to proclamations … as such we encourage you to declare them boldly and in faith, covered by the Blood of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus].

James 5:16 “16 Confess to one another therefore your faults (your slips, your false steps, your offenses, your sins) and pray [also] for one another, that you may be healed and restored [to a spiritual tone of mind and heart]. The earnest (heartfelt, continued) prayer of a righteous man makes tremendous power available [dynamic in its working].”

Only half of the renunciation process has been completed at this stage. The next part is very important. This is where the counselor is essential.

2. **Warfare … resist the enemy.**

The counselor now comes in agreement with the individual and conducts spiritual warfare against the kingdom of darkness as the Holy Spirit leads to deal with each one of the elements that is contained in the prayer.

In writing these prayers, we have tried to highlight or bold certain key words – such as the powers of darkness involved and the effects of involvement – that we feel are important, and which need to be specially addressed.
The powers are rebuked, bound, uprooted from the bloodline, and commanded to become a footstool to the Messiah Y’shua [Jesus]. Remember to also cut the individual loose from the man-made laws and institutions of the organization/s involved.

These prayers are however only a *guideline*. If there are concepts or sections that the Holy Spirit highlights for you as you pray, then we encourage you to address these, and ask the Holy Spirit to direct you on how to bring the breakthrough.

Remember, He is our Perfect Teacher and Counselor!

**Psalm 110:1** “THE LORD (God) says to my Lord (the Messiah), Sit at My right hand, until I make Your adversaries Your footstool. [Matt. 26:64; Acts 2:34; I Cor. 15:25; Col. 3:1; Heb. 12:2].”

**Hebrews 1:13, 10:13** “13 Besides, to which of the angels has He ever said, Sit at My right hand [associated with Me in My royal dignity] till I make your enemies a stool for your feet? [Ps. 110:1.] 13 Then to wait until His enemies should be made a stool beneath His feet. [Ps. 110:1].”

### 3. Restoration with the Kingdom of God.

Finally, the individual must choose to submit under the Law of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus].

**Galatians 3:10** “10 And all who depend on the Law [who are seeking to be justified by obedience to the Law of rituals] are under a curse and doomed to disappointment and destruction, for it is written in the Scriptures, Cursed (accursed, devoted to destruction, doomed to eternal punishment) be everyone who does not continue to abide (live and remain) by all the precepts and commands written in the Book of the Law and to practice them.”

In conclusion, we leave you with the blessing commanded by the LORD … May He be your Shield, your Light, and Shalom [Peace]. May He grant you the victory in all things, that you may learn of His Ways, and SH’MA† [hear and do].

**Blessings!**

---

† For additional study, please see the article “Sh’ma – A Hebraic Concept That Everyone Can Embrace” written by William G. Bullock, Sr., available from the website.
Declaration of confidence in God’s Protection...

No weapon that is formed against us shall prosper and every tongue, which rises against us in judgment, we do condemn. This is our heritage as servants of the LORD, and our righteousness is from You, O LORD of Hosts. If there are those who have been speaking or praying against us, or seeking harm or evil to us, or who have rejected us, we forgive them and, having forgiven them, we bless them in the Name of the LORD

Matthew 5:43-45

"43 You have heard that it was said, You shall love your neighbor and hate your enemy; 44 But I tell you, Love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you, 45 To show that you are the children of your Father Who is in heaven; for He makes His sun rise on the wicked and on the good, and makes the rain fall upon the upright and the wrongdoers [alike]."

Romans 12:14

"14 Bless those who persecute you [who are cruel in their attitude toward you]; bless and do not curse them."

Now we declare, O LORD, that You and You alone are our God, and besides You there is no other – a just God and Saviour, the Father, the Son and the Spirit – and we worship You!

We submit ourselves afresh to You this day in unreserved obedience. Having submitted to You, Lord, we do as Your Word directs. We resist the devil – all his pressures, his attacks, and his deceptions, every instrument or agent he would seek to use against us. We do not submit! We resist him, drive him from us and exclude him from us in the Name of Y’shua [Jesus]. Specifically, we reject and repel infirmity, pain, infection, inflammation, malignancies, allergies, viruses and every form of witchcraft.

Finally, LORD, we thank You that through the sacrifice of Y’shua [Jesus] on the cross, we have passed out from under the curse and entered into the blessing of Abraham, whom You blessed in all things – exaltation, health, reproduction, prosperity, victory and God’s Favour.

Galatians 3:13-14

"13 Christ purchased our freedom [redeeming us] from the curse (doom) of the Law [and its condemnation] by [Himself] becoming a curse for us, for it is written [in the Scriptures], Cursed is everyone who hangs on a tree (is crucified); 14 To the end that through [their receiving] Christ Jesus, the blessing [promised] to Abraham might come upon the Gentiles, so that we through faith might [all] receive [the realization of] the promise of the [Holy] Spirit."

AMEN!

2 Written by Derek and Ruth Prince
Forward ...
Looking at world history, we find that the pagan/Babylon system – originating all the way back to the time of Nimrod – has had a HUGE impact on many areas of life, especially in the area of religion, including that of Christianity.

**We all have some level of Babylon/paganism in us ...**

It is not flesh and blood that we fight against, but pagan SYSTEMS and traditions of Babylon – throughout the Scriptures, God’s call is clear, “Come OUT!”

God called Abraham OUT of Ur, out from the pagan worship of his fathers and family. God called His People OUT of Egypt. When Israel finally entered the Land, God warned them not to mingle/mix their worship with that of pagan traditions and gods – God calls this *idolatry*.

Even today, God continues to call His People OUT, to return to HIS Ways of Righteousness – to the true worship of the Father, grounded in His Word. This call is again declared in the Book of Revelation, in the last days …

*Revelation 18:2-5 “2 And he shouted with a mighty voice, She is fallen! Mighty Babylon is fallen! She has become a resort and dwelling place for demons, a dungeon haunted by every loathsome spirit, an abode for every filthy and detestable bird. 3 For all nations have drunk the wine of her passionate unchastity, and the rulers and leaders of the earth have joined with her in committing fornication (idolatry), and the businessmen of the earth have become rich with the wealth of her excessive luxury and wantonness. 4 I then heard another voice from heaven saying, Come out from her, my people, so that you may not share in her sins, neither participate in her plagues. 5 For her iniquities (her crimes and transgressions) are piled up as high as heaven, and God has remembered her wickedness and [her] crimes [and calls them up for settlement].”*

Sadly, throughout both the Scriptures and history, instead of heeding God’s Commandments, God’s People have mixed their worship with pagan traditions and rituals (Christmas and Easter are examples of this mixture). This mingling of paganism is found across the board, in MANY of the various denominations … the Roman Catholic Church is not the only Church with Babylonian roots – the Protestant Church also has roots/traditions from pagan sources (Kanaan Ministries also has prayers of renunciation for the Dutch Reformed Church, and other “Christian” traditions).

Our desire is not to condemn or judge anyone – we know that there are many precious people involved in the various Christian denominations (including the Roman Catholic Church) – we only seek to expose the pagan/Babylonian practices mixed in the churches, and call people OUT in repentance, that we as the Bride of Messiah may be without spot, wrinkle, or blemish – that we may worship the Father in both Spirit and Truth.
We want to apologize for any offense caused through the prayers, and ask forgiveness … we want to bless those people in the various denominations.

We believe in being rooted and grounded in the ONE Olive Tree – that all believers, no matter the denomination, are called to obey the Word of God, which says we MUST come OUT and cut all roots/ties with the world systems of Babylon … that we are to follow and be tied to Y’shua [Jesus], our Messiah. He alone is the Foundation Stone.

To be married and set-apart unto Him, means that we are to DIVORCE ourselves from Babylon/paganism, and align ourselves with Him and His City, Jerusalem, as we are all on our way to the New Jerusalem!

choose to come out!
Please note ... the following prayers regarding Roman Catholicism can be prayed and/or used as a guideline for renouncing involvement in Eastern Orthodox (found in Russia, Romania, George, Lithuania, Latvia, Serbia, Greece, Cyprus, Macedonia, Belarus, Moldova, Turkey, Montenegro, Ukraine, Israel, Egypt, USA, United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, and in many other countries).
Prayer of renunciation of Constantine's "Christian" Creed ...
Constantine’s “Christian” Creed

Below are the points of Constantine’s creed, to be declared by all “Christians”:

• I renounce all customs, legalisms, unleavened breads, and sacrifices of lambs of the Hebrews … and all the other Feasts of the Hebrews, sacrifices, prayers, aspirations, purifications,

• And propitiations, fasts, New Moons, sabbaths, superstitions, hymns, and chants … and observances and synagogues, absolutely everything Jewish, every law, rite, and custom,

• And if afterwards I shall wish to deny and return to Jewish superstition, or shall be found eating with Jews … or feasting with them, or secretly conversing and condemning the Christian religion,

• Instead of openly confuting them and condemning their vain faith, then let the trembling of Cain and the leprosy of Gehazi cleave to me, as well as the legal punishments to which I acknowledge myself liable.

• And may I be an abomination in the world to come, and may my soul be set down with satan and the devils.

Furthermore, any follower of the “Jewish Messiah” who wished to join this “holy community” was compelled to adopt a different set of rules and customs. Subsequently, special creeds were drafted, to which the Christian would have to swear such as:

“I accept all customs, rites, legalism, and feasts of the Romans, sacrifices, prayers, purifications with water, sanctifications by Pontificus Maximus [high priest of Rome], propitiations, and feasts and the NEW SABBATH – “SOL DIE” [Sunday] – all new chants and observances, and all the foods and drinks of the Romans … in other words, I absolutely accept everything Roman, every new law, rite and custom of Rome and the New Roman Religion.”

Additionally, in approximately 365 AD, the Catholic Council of Laodicea wrote, in one of their canons:

“Christians must not ‘judaize’ by resting on the Sabbath, but must work on that day, rather, honoring the Lord’s Day [Sunday] … but if any shall be found to be Judaizers, let them be an abomination [against] from Christ”.

3 Stcfano Assemani, Acta Sanctorium Martyrum Orientaliom at Accidentalium, Vol. 1 Rome 1748 page 105
Prayer of Renunciation:  
The Creed of Constantine and Nicea

We call all of Heaven and earth to attention to witness this day of our repentance, and declaration of what we are doing here today on ________________________ [Date].

Father, we want to ask Your forgiveness and repent for the sins of our forefathers and specifically the Church leadership who led us away from Your direct and clear Torah Instructions – Your Marriage Proposal [Ketubah].

Forgive us for coming under the deception of the doctrine of demons led by Constantine in Rome. Forgive us for making demonic decrees and for renouncing everything to do with the Torah and the Hebraic Roots – our Foundations of the Faith.

Forgive us for renouncing the Feasts, the New Moon celebrations, the fast days, the Sabbaths, and our roots in the Fathers of our Faith – Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.

Forgive us for cutting ourselves off from the ONE Olive Tree and creating a New Testament Church on a false foundation of Replacement Theology – twisting the Scriptures to suit our own doctrines.

Before the Almighty Elohim of Israel we stand and hereby renounce the principles decreed by the First Council of Nicea as led by Constantine.

We renounce its foundation and all the anti-Hebraic fruit that came out of it. We renounce every doctrinal error and every lie in it, including Replacement Theology in all of its aspects.

We hereby affirm our faith in YHVH Elohim, the God of Israel, Who is the Creator of the Universe and our Father through the atoning death of His Holy Son Y’shua, Who is both the Promised Messiah and God in the flesh.

We hereby affirm our faith in the resurrection of Y’shua the Messiah and the outpouring of the Ruach Ha’Kodesh [Holy Spirit] on the day of Shavuot [Pentecost] and onwards … and that this is also available to all that repent and believe in Messiah – Y’shua Ha’Mashiach.

We hereby affirm our belief that we are grafted into the Olive Tree that represents both Israel and the Bride of Messiah, and in unity we will inherit Eternal Life.
We hereby affirm that YHVH – the God of Israel – will never forsake His People, neither will He forget His Covenant with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob or the Called-Out Ones [Ekklessia].

We thank You Our Abba Father for removing all the curses that have come into our lives, into the Body of Messiah, and into our nation, as a result of our belief in the tenets of faith stated in the Council of Nicea, concerning the Israelites and their Foundations of Faith.

In the Name of Y’shua, we break the curses we invoked upon ourselves and our families when we accepted and declared the Decree of Constantine … that the trembling of Cain and the leprosy of Gehazi will cleave to us, as well as the legal punishments to which we acknowledge ourselves liable.

We cut ourselves free from the trembling of Cain and the leprosy of Gehazi, in the Name of Y’shua!

We declare every Roman and Babylonian punishment over our lives and the lives of our loved ones as illegal, and that we are NOT subjected to any Roman or Babylonian spiritual laws, in Messiah’s Name!

We break the curse that we will be “an abomination in the world to come, and that our souls be set down with satan and the devils.”

We declare the power of those words null and void and bind the demons attached to those words, in the Almighty Name of Y’shua. We strip them of their ranking and authority … we render them powerless and send them to the Feet of our Messiah Y’shua!

We now reject and renounce ALL to do with Rome and Babylon:

- Customs, rites, legalism, and feasts of the Romans and Babylon,
- Sacrifices, prayers, purifications with water,
- Sanctifications by Pontificus Maxmus [high priest of Rome],
- Prophesies, and feasts,
- The NEW SABBATH – “SOL DIE” [Sunday],
- All new chants and observances,
- And all the foods and drinks of the Romans and Babylon.

In other words, I absolutely reject and renounce:

- Everything Roman and Babylonian,
- Every new law, rite and custom of Rome and Babylon,
- The New Roman Religion.
We reject and renounce the writings of the Catholic Council of Laodicea that says:

“Christians must not 'judaize' by resting on the Sabbath, but must work on that day, rather, honoring the Lord’s Day – the first day of the week [Sunday].”

We declare that we are returning to the Teaching and Instructions in Your Torah, and we will obey Your Commandments by keeping the Shabbat on the Seventh Day of the week.

We declare that the fellowship/gathering [for example, going to church on Sundays] of Believers [Ekklessia] can be on any day of the week.

In the Name of Y’shua, we break the curse spoken by Rome, saying that if we keep the Shabbat [on the Seventh Day] then we [Believers in Torah and Messiah] will be an abomination to Messiah – we declare this statement is of anti-Messiah.

Father, please remove this label [of being part of anti-Messiah due to keeping Shabbat on the Seventh Day] that was put onto us in the spirit [by Rome] that we are part of the anti-Messiah-spirit for following Torah, in Y’shua’s Name!

We declare that we will follow Your Torah with our whole heart, our whole mind and ALL of our being.

We thank You for pouring out Your Great Mercy and Forgiveness over us, our families, the Body of Messiah, and our nation.

We hereby commit to walk in Truth – in your Torah – and the Ruach Ha’Kodesh [Holy Spirit], as You reveal Your Will to us … to walk in LOVE with all our fellowman, and specifically to provoke the Jewish people to jealousy.

We do this in the Name of Y’shua Messiah,

AMEN!
Prayer of renunciation of Babylonian Roots ...
Dear Heavenly Father, I come to You in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ], Your Son. I admit that I was involved in false teachings and ask for Your Forgiveness. Thank You for Your Blood that cleanses and sanctifies me. Thank You for Your Word that is the Truth, and that the Truth sets me free.

By faith, I receive the letter from the Jerusalem Council (Acts 15:23-29) and bring an end to the letter from Rome, Europe, and the West all over Africa.

I hereby repent before God for departing from our Biblical roots and the Nation of Israel.

I now also receive from Jerusalem the Golden Baton, the Hebrew Word of God, instead of the wooden baton.

I especially adhere to the clause of the letter from Jerusalem in which the Gentiles were instructed to “abstain from things polluted by idols, from sexual immorality, and from things strangled and from blood” (Acts 15:20, 29).

I renounce the sacrament of the baptism of children and the belief that it is one of the seven channels of grace through which I can hope to be saved.

I renounce the exorcism of evil spirits by the priest through the anointing of oil and the placing of salt in my mouth that would offer protection against evil spirits.

I renounce the belief that through baptism I have been cleansed of all my original sin and that in so doing I have become a child of God and so have received eternal life.

I renounce the belief that I have become born-again through the act of infant baptism. I also renounce my membership to the Roman Catholic Institute and my loyalty to the law of the Roman Catholic Church.

I renounce my loyalty to the Vatican and the yoke of bondage that was placed upon me through the Roman Catholic Church.

I renounce the sacrament of confession to the priest and all acts committed in obedience to instructions that he gave to me in order to earn my forgiveness and the belief that it is not grace, but works that save me. I cut myself loose from the roots of this practice namely the worship of Baal, the Sun God in Babylon.

I renounce the un-Biblical church structure of the pope, cardinals, bishops, monks, nuns, as well as every statue, candle, holy water and religious garb that is used.
I renounce the use of the Communion that is known as the “Sacrament of the Holy Eucharist”.

I renounce the faith that the wafer becomes the Body, the Blood and Divinity of Christ and that I am to worship it as God Himself.

I renounce the roots of this practice, rooted in Baal worship in Babylon. (Later the Sun God, Osiris in Egypt, is also worshipped in this manner. Round cakes made of unleavened bread were blessed by the priest and then it supernaturally changed into the flesh of their god.)

I renounce every mass that I attended. I renounce the belief that the priest has so much power that he has the ability to remove Y’shua [Jesus] from heaven and crucify Him again during the mass. I admit worshipping a false Jesus and ask for forgiveness of this sin.

I renounce the inscription on the wafer – I.H.S. (Ancient Egypt worshipped three gods: Isis, Horus, Seb).

I renounce bowing in front of and worshipping the wafer as if it was God.

I renounce the law that was established by the Council of Trent that stated that a death penalty is upon those who do not believe that the Communion wafer is God-incarnate. I cut myself loose from this curse in the Name of Y’shua [Jesus]. I confess that this communion element (the bread) is only symbolic.

I renounce the belief that during Communion I was consuming the Creator of the Universe. I renounce the false teaching that in this way I received Y’shua [Jesus].

I renounce the belief in the continual sacrifice of Y’shua [Jesus] on the cross during communion and confess that He was only sacrificed once for all as a perfect and complete sacrifice.

I confess that I had, so doing, made Y’shua [Jesus] a liar and ask for forgiveness.

I renounce the sacrament of confirmation that teaches hereby that I have received the baptism of the Holy Spirit.

I renounce the saint’s name which I chose/was given at confirmation.

I renounce the sealing and commissioning which took place when I was tapped on the cheek that signified that I was willing to witness and suffer for Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ].
I renounce my membership to this church and break any other oaths of loyalty.

I renounce the policy of the Council of Trent that stated curse is anyone who confesses to have assurance of salvation.

I break that curse in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus].

I renounce the belief in the existence of a place called purgatory where the soul is kept in suffering before it returns to heaven. I confess that I believed in the lie that I could pay money to redeem the person from purgatory. I ask forgiveness in the Name of Y’shua [Jesus]. I confess praying for the dead, as sin.

I renounce the faith in Mary (she was originally called Semiramis, later Isis, and then Venus). I renounce every prayer that I addressed to her (NOTE, this is not Mary of the Bible).

I confess as sin, all dishonouring of the Blood of Y’shua [Jesus].

I confess as sin the repetitive use of words, prayers said with the Rosary, prayers to Holy Saints, kneeling in front of statues, the lighting of candles, the Sign of the Cross, with or without holy water, the sprinkling of holy water and genuflecting in front of the altar.

I renounce the practice of the priest using incense during Mass.

I renounce the Holy Saint that was appointed over me as my guardian. I cut myself loose in the Name of Y’shua [Jesus].

I confess that there is only One Mediator and His Name is Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] of Nazareth. I confess that He is the only way to the Father (John 14:6).

I renounce my belief that the Pope has the keys to life and death. I confess that they only belong to Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] alone.

I renounce my belief in the Pope as the head of God’s Kingdom on earth and that he is infallible.

I renounce my belief in the lie that Peter is the rock on which the Church is built. I confess Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] is the Rock.

I renounce the two pillars on which the Church rests, that is apostolic succession (starting with Peter) and temporal power (that the Pope has authority over the kings of the earth ... The Pope greets with two fingers held up).
I renounce the **worship of women** (Semiramis – “Mary”) that wants to establish satan’s order on earth (Babylonian pattern).

I cut myself loose from the whole system of the Roman Catholic Church, including: **control of the world economy**, the Jesuits, the **Illuminati**, the Mafia, the **Club of Rome**, the **Freemasons**, the International Bankers, the False Christ and the Anti-Christ. I ask for forgiveness for my involvement in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ].

I renounce partaking in the **Stations of the Cross** and the belief, that somehow by reliving Y’shua’s [Jesus’] suffering with Him, I can draw closer to Him:

- Jesus is condemned to die.
- Jesus takes His Cross (**renounce false burdens**).
- Jesus falls the first time.
- Jesus meets His grieving mother.
- Simon helps Jesus carry His Cross.
- Veronica wipes the face of Jesus.
- Jesus falls the second time
- Jesus speaks to the women.
- Jesus falls the third time.
- Jesus is stripped of His garments.
- Jesus is nailed to the Cross.
- Jesus dies on the Cross.
- Jesus is taken from the Cross.
- Jesus is placed in the Tomb.
- Jesus is raised from the dead.

I reject all un-Godly burdens/yokes placed upon me, not by God, but by satan.

I renounce every prayer prayed in the name of the Rosary.

I renounce praying different **“Mysteries”** on each day of the week (see following for more information).

I renounce the belief that when a priest blesses the Rosary, each bead carries with it an **Indulgence** (this Indulgence is the remission of the temporal punishment we must suffer for our sins either on earth or in purgatory).
I renounce the three different blessings:

- The Dominican (from Saint Dominic).
- The Apostolic (from the Pope).
- The Crosier⁴.

I renounce the belief, that by identifying with Mary’s joy and suffering on earth it can bring me closer to the Trinity, or to her. I renounce the way in which the following “Mysteries”⁵ are used in conjunction with praying the Rosary. I renounce the “Mysteries of the Rosary”...

- **The Joyful Mysteries**
  (Said on Mondays, Thursdays, the Sundays of Advent, and Sundays from Epiphany until Lent)
  - The Annunciation (Humility)
  - The Visitation (Fraternal charity)
  - The Nativity (Love of God)
  - The Presentation (Spirit of sacrifice)
  - Finding In The Temple (Zeal)

- **The Sorrowful Mysteries**
  (Said on Tuesdays, Fridays throughout the year; and daily from Ash Wednesday until Easter Sunday)
  - Agony In The Garden (True repentance)
  - Scourging At The Pillar (Mortification)
  - Crowning With Thorns (Moral courage)
  - Carrying Of The Cross (Patience)
  - The Crucifixion (Final Perseverance)

---

⁴ “The crook symbolizes that the bishop should act as a shepherd to those who may wander from his fold; the pointed lower end, that he should goad on the spiritually indifferent; and the tall shaft, that he should support the weak. The bishop always carries the crosier in the left hand with the crook turned outward towards the people, in accordance with the above symbolism; other prelates using the crosier hold it with the crook turned inwards. The popes have not used the crosier since before the 11th century; this is supposed by some to symbolize the giving of his staff by Saint Peter to one of his disciples to raise a dead person to life. As the emblem of a saint, it indicates that he was a bishop or abbot; it is especially associated in art with Saint Benedict, Saint Bernard, and Saint Giles.”

⁵ For more information, see the following pictures/details of the “Mysteries”.
• **The Glorious Mysteries**
  
  *(Said on Wednesdays, Saturdays, and the Sundays from Easter until Advent)*

  - The Resurrection (Faith)
  - The Ascension (Hope)
  - The Descent of the Holy Spirit (Zeal)
  - The Assumption (Happy death)
  - The Coronation of B.V.M. (Love for Mary)

I renounce all worship or honour that she received through Stations of the Cross. I reject all *worship of mother Mary* and her identification with the Godhead.

I renounce any loyalty or ties that I have with the *Queen of Heaven*. I recognize only the authority and position of the Holy Trinity, namely: God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit.

I renounce “giving up things” for *Lent* to win the Father’s Favour by works.

I renounce the belief that unbaptized babies go to Limbo until enough prayer has been made for them.

I renounce the belief that by physical suffering I can win souls to Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ].

I renounce every *Novena* ever made. I confess that through my faith in Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] I have full assurance of salvation (1John 5:11-13).

I confess that the elements of Communion are only symbolic of the Body and Blood of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ].

Thank you LORD that You now set me free!

Thank you that the Blood of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] cleanses me now. Thank you that the Sword of the Spirit now cuts me free from the Roman Catholic Church. I praise Your Name for the truth that sets me free.

**AMEN!**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roman Catholicism “Mysteries”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Joyful Mystery:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Annunciation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I desire the love of humility”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Think of ... the humility of the Blessed Virgin when the Angel Gabriel greeted her with these words: "Hail full of grace."

Say ... one “Our Father” and ten “Hail Marys”. Glory be to the Father ...

"O my Jesus, forgive us our sins, save us from the fire of hell, take all souls to heaven, and help especially those most in need of Your mercy."

In her second apparition at Fatima, June 13, 1917, Our Lady taught the three shepherd children to add this ejaculation after each decade of the Rosary.

| **Second Joyful Mystery:**   |
| **The Visitation**           |
| “I desire charity toward my neighbour” |

Think of ... Mary's charity in visiting her cousin Elizabeth and remaining with her for three months before the birth of John the Baptist.

Say ... one “Our Father” and ten “Hail Marys”. Glory be to the Father ...

"O my Jesus, forgive us our sins, save us from the fire of hell, take all souls to heaven, and help especially those most in need of Your mercy."

| **Third Joyful Mystery:**   |
| **The Nativity**            |
| “I desire the love of God”   |

Think of ... the poverty, so lovingly accepted by Mary when she placed the Infant Jesus, our God and Redeemer, in a manger in the stable of Bethlehem.

Say ... one “Our Father” and ten “Hail Marys”. Glory be to the Father ...

“O my Jesus, forgive us our sins, save us from the fire of hell, take all souls to heaven, and help especially those most in need of Your mercy."
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roman Catholicism “Mysteries”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fourth Joyful Mystery:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Presentation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I desire a spirit of sacrifice”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Think of ... Mary's obedience to the law of God in presenting the Child Jesus in the Temple.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Say ... one “Our Father” and ten “Hail Marys”. Glory be to the Father ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;O my Jesus, forgive us our sins, save us from the fire of hell, take all souls to heaven, and help especially those most in need of Your mercy.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Fifth Joyful Mystery:     |
| **Finding The Temple**    |
| “I desire zeal for the Glory of God” |
| Think of ... The deep sorrow with which Mary sought the Child Jesus for three days, and the joy with which she found Him in the midst of the Teachers in the Temple. |
| Say ... one “Our Father” and ten “Hail Marys”. Glory be to the Father ... |
| "O my Jesus, forgive us our sins, save us from the fire of hell, take all souls to heaven, and help especially those most in need of Your mercy." |

| First Sorrowful Mystery:  |
| **Agony In The Garden**   |
| “I desire true repentance for my sins” |
| Think of ... our Lord Jesus in the Garden of Gethsemani, suffering a bitter agony for our sins. |
| Say ... one “Our Father” and ten “Hail Marys”. Glory be to the Father ... |
| "O my Jesus, forgive us our sins, save us from the fire of hell, take all souls to heaven, and help especially those most in need of Your mercy." |
**Second Sorrowful Mystery:**

**Scourging At The Pillar**

“I desire a spirit of mortification”

Think of ... the cruel scourging at the pillar that our Lord suffered, the heavy blows that tore His flesh.

Say ... one “Our Father” and ten “Hail Marys”. Glory be to the Father ...

“O my Jesus, forgive us our sins, save us from the fire of hell, take all souls to heaven, and help especially those most in need of Your mercy.”

---

**Third Sorrowful Mystery:**

**Crowning With Thorns**

“I desire moral courage”

Think of ... the crown of sharp thorns that was forced upon our Lord's sacred Head and the patience with which He endured the pain for our sins.

Say ... one “Our Father” and ten “Hail Marys”. Glory be to the Father ...

“O my Jesus, forgive us our sins, save us from the fire of hell, take all souls to heaven, and help especially those most in need of Your mercy.”

---

**Fourth Sorrowful Mystery:**

**Carrying Of The Cross**

“I desire the virtue of patience”

Think of ... the heavy Cross, so willingly carried by our Lord, and ask Him to help you to carry your crosses without complaint.

Say ... one “Our Father” and ten “Hail Marys”. Glory be to the Father ...

“O my Jesus, forgive us our sins, save us from the fire of hell, take all souls to heaven, and help especially those most in need of Your mercy.”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roman Catholicism “Mysteries”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fifth Sorrowful Mystery:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Crucifixion</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I desire the grace of final perseverance”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Think of ... the love which filled Christ's Sacred Heart during His three hours agony on the Cross, and ask Him to be with you at the hour of death.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Say ... one “Our Father” and ten “Hail Marys”. Glory be to the Father ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“O my Jesus, forgive us our sins, save us from the fire of hell, take all souls to heaven, and help especially those most in need of Your mercy.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Glorious Mystery:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Resurrection</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I desire a strong faith”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Think of ... Christ's glorious triumph when, on the third day after His death, He arose from the tomb and for forty days appeared to His Blessed Mother and to His disciples.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Say ... one “Our Father” and ten “Hail Marys”. Glory be to the Father ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“O my Jesus, forgive us our sins, save us from the fire of hell, take all souls to heaven, and help especially those most in need of Your mercy.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Second Glorious Mystery:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Ascension</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I desire the virtue of hope”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Think of ... the Ascension of Jesus Christ, forty days after His glorious Resurrection, in the presence of Mary and His disciples.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Say ... one “Our Father” and ten “Hail Marys”. Glory be to the Father ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“O my Jesus, forgive us our sins, save us from the fire of hell, take all souls to heaven, and help especially those most in need of Your mercy.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Third Glorious Mystery:  
**The Descent of the Holy Spirit**  
“I desire zeal for the Glory of God”

Think of ... the descent of the Holy Spirit upon Mary and the Apostles, under the form of tongues of fire, in fulfillment of Christ's promise.

Say ... one “Our Father” and ten “Hail Marys”. Glory be to the Father ...

“O my Jesus, forgive us our sins, save us from the fire of hell, take all souls to heaven, and help especially those most in need of Your mercy.”

---

Fourth Glorious Mystery:  
**The Assumption**  
“I desire the grace of a holy death”

Think of ... the glorious Assumption of Mary into Heaven, when she was united with her Divine Son.

Say ... one “Our Father” and ten “Hail Marys”. Glory be to the Father ...

“O my Jesus, forgive us our sins, save us from the fire of hell, take all souls to heaven, and help especially those most in need of Your mercy.”

---

Fifth Glorious Mystery:  
**The Coronation Of The Blessed Virgin Mary**  
“I desire a greater love for the Blessed Virgin Mary”

Think of ... the glorious crowning of Mary as Queen of Heaven by her Divine Son, to the great joy of all the Saints.

Say ... one “Our Father” and ten “Hail Marys”. Glory be to the Father ...

“O my Jesus, forgive us our sins, save us from the fire of hell, take all souls to heaven, and help especially those most in need of Your mercy.”
Below is a portion of the Litany of Loreto, which outlines the names and titles of our Holy Mother:

Holy Mary, pray for us.
Holy Virgin of virgins,
Mother of the Church,
Mother most pure,
Mother inviolate,
Mother most amiable,
Mother of good counsel,
Mother of our Savior,
Virgin most venerable,
Virgin most powerful,
Virgin most faithful,
Seat of wisdom,
Spiritual vessel,
Singular vessel of devotion,
Tower of David,
House of gold,
Gate of heaven,
Health of the sick,
Comforter of the afflicted,
Queen of angels,
Queen of prophets,
Queen of martyrs,
Queen of virgins,
Queen conceived without original sin,
Queen of the most holy Rosary,
Queen of peace.

Pray for us, O Holy Mother of God. That we may be made worthy of the promises of Christ.

Holy Mother of God,
Mother of Christ,
Mother of divine grace,
Mother most chaste,
Mother undefiled,
Mother most admirable,
Mother of our Creator,
Virgin most prudent,
Virgin most renowned,
Virgin most merciful,
Mirror of justice,
Cause of our joy,
Vessel of honor,
Mystical rose,
Tower of ivory,
Ark of the covenant,
Morning star,
Refuge of sinners,
Help of Christians,
Queen of patriarchs,
Queen of apostles,
Queen of confessors,
Queen of all saints,
Queen assumed into heaven,
Queen of families

HOPE that this beautiful little book will be your guide to a richer and more intimate understanding of the Holy Rosary.

Keep it handy in Your home and in your pocket or purse, because it is an inspiration to loving meditation on the Mysteries of Our Lord Jesus as you address Our Blessed Lady in petition and thanksgiving.

May Jesus and Mary bless all who use it with tender and personal devotion.

Father Patrick Feyton, C.S.C.
• **How the Rosary is said:**
  - The Apostles’ Creed is said on the Crucifix;
  - The Our Father is said on each of the large Beads; the Hail Mary on each of the Small Beads;
  - The Glory to the Father after the three Hail Marys at the beginning of the Rosary,
  - And after each group of small beads.

• **The Rosary Indulgence:**
  - A plenary indulgence is granted, if the Rosary is recited in a church or public oratory or in a family group, a religious Community or pious Association;
  - A partial indulgence is granted in other circumstances.
  - The gaining of the plenary indulgence is regulated by ...

• **The following norms:**
  - The recitation of a third part only of the Rosary suffices; but the five decades must be recited continuously.
  - The vocal recitation must be accompanied by pious meditation on the mysteries.
  - In public recitation the mysteries must be announced in the manner customary in the place; for private recitation, however, it suffices if the recitation is accompanied by meditation on the mysteries.

### Rosary Novenas

RELIGIOUS devotion, public or private, for the duration of nine days to gain special graces, is called a Novena.

Those who perform it with a lively hope of having their request granted, and with perfect resignation should it be refused, may be assured that Christ will grant some grace or blessing, though in His infinite wisdom and Mercy He may refuse the particular favor which they implore.

Novenas originated in imitation of the Apostles who were gathered to gather in prayer for nine days from the time of Our Lord's Ascension to Pentecost Sunday. However, care must be taken lest the power of any Novena be limited to the number nine rather than perseverance in fervent prayer.
The practice of saying the Rosary nine times in the form of a Rosary Novena in petition or thanksgiving is another way of heeding our Lady of Fatima’s admonition to pray the Rosary.

The 54 Day Novena Devotion which originated in 1884 at the Sanctuary of Our Lady of the Rosary of Pompei, consists of the daily recitation of five decades of the Rosary for twenty-seven days in petition and five decades for twenty-seven additional days in thanksgiving. In reality you will be making three Novenas in petition for a particular favor and three Novenas in thanksgiving for a particular favor.

- First day say the five Joyful Mysteries.
- Second day say the five Sorrowful Mysteries.
- Third day say the five Glorious Mysteries.
- Fourth day begin again the five Joyful Mysteries, and so forth.

**The Family Rosary**

“The family that prays together ... stays together.”

The Family Rosary is the Rosary recited aloud together, by as many of the family and their friends as can be present, or even by only two. Any family may say the Family Rosary in any suitable place and at any time.

A leader says aloud the first part of each prayer; a second person or group of persons answers aloud the second part of that prayer. To begin the Family Rosary, all hold the Crucifix of their Rosary in the right hand and make the Sign of the Cross. The leader begins the Apostles’ Creed and proceeds to say the Our Father on the large beads and the Hail Mary on the small beads. The leader announces the Mystery before each decade. Five decades should be recited each day.

**The Five First Saturdays,**

*Mary’s Great Promise at Fatima*

The Five First Saturdays are intended to honor and to make reparation to the Immaculate Heart of Mary for all the blasphemies and ingratitude of men. This devotion and the wonderful promises connected with it were revealed by the Blessed Virgin at Fatima, a small village in Portugal. Our Lady appeared to three children there in 1917, and one of the little girls, Lucy, tells us that she said: I Promise to help at the hour of death, with the graces needed for salvation, whoever on the First Saturday of five consecutive months shall:

- Confess and receive Communion;
- Recite five decades of the Rosary;
• And keep me company for fifteen minutes while meditating on the fifteen mysteries of the Rosary, with the intention of making reparation to me.

The prayers of the Rosary:

• The Our Father:
  
  OUR Father who art in heaven, hallowed be Thy name; Thy kingdom come; Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven. Give us this day our daily bread; and forgive us our trespasses as we forgive those who trespass against us; and lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil. Amen.

• The Hail Mary:
  
  HAIL Mary, full of grace! The Lord is with you; blessed are you among women, and blessed is the fruit of your womb, Jesus. Holy Mary, Mother of God, pray for us sinners now and at the hour of our death. Amen.

• Glory be to the Father:
  
  GLORY be to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Spirit. As it was in the beginning, is now, and ever shall be, world without end. Amen.

• The Apostles' Creed
  
  I BELIEVE in God, the Father Almighty, Creator of heaven and earth; and in Jesus Christ, His only Son, our Lord; who was conceived by the Holy Spirit, born of the Virgin Mary, suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, died and was buried. He descended into hell; the third day He arose again from the dead; He ascended into Heaven, and sits at the right hand of God, the Father Almighty; from thence He shall come to judge the living and the dead. I believe in the Holy Spirit, the Holy Catholic Church, the communion of saints, the forgiveness of sins, the resurrection of the body, and life everlasting. Amen.

• The Hail! Holy Queen
  
  Hail! Holy Queen, Mother of Mercy, our life, our sweetness and our hope. To you do we cry, poor banished children of Eve. To you do we send up our sighs, mourning and weeping in this valley of tears. Turn then, O most gracious advocate, your eyes of mercy toward us; and after this our exile, show unto us the blessed fruit of your womb, Jesus. O element! O loving! O sweet Virgin Mary! Pray for us, O Holy Mother of God. That we may be made worthy of the promises of Christ.
Prayer after the Rosary:

O God, whose only begotten Son, by His life, death and resurrection, has purchased for us the rewards of Eternal life, grant, we beseech Thee, that, meditating upon these mysteries of the most Holy Rosary of the Blessed Virgin Mary, we may imitate what they contain and obtain what they promise, through the same Christ, Our Lord. Amen. May the divine assistance remain always with us. Amen. And may the souls of the faithful departed, through the mercy of God, rest in peace. Amen.
Prayer of renunciation of Babylonian Roots of South Africa ...
Dear Heavenly Father, I come to You in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] Your Son. I admit that I was involved in false teachings and ask for Your forgiveness. Thank You for Your Blood that cleanses and sanctifies me. Thank You for Your Word that is the Truth, and that the Truth sets me free.

I renounce Roman Catholicism and every such residual teaching and doctrine which had prevailed in all Protestant Churches since the Reformation. In the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] I cut myself loose from the Roman Catholic Church and the deceiving spirit of Constantine, the spiritual father of many of its doctrines.

I renounce the sacrament of Infant Baptism and the doctrine which states that Infant Baptism had replaced Old Testament circumcision, and should thus be administered to infants before conversion. I cut myself loose from its Roman Catholic, and thus its ancient pagan roots, which manifested itself in the form of Sun/Baal worship.

In the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] I cut myself and my descendants loose from any water spirits which could have entered my life by means of infant baptism, as well as any effect, legal right or authority which they might have in the lives of my descendants or myself.

I repent of my own sin, as well as the sins of my forefathers and fore-mothers, worshipping Baal (or the Sun) in thus manner. In the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ], I cut myself loose from this false covenant that had been made between me, together with my parents, and the Sun god (or Baal/ Osiris).

I pray, Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ], that You will remove the symbolic and spiritual marking sign of the Sun god from my forehead, where it had been placed during the actual ritual. Please mark me on my forehead with Your Own Name, the Mark of the Father and the Lamb (Revelation 14:1).

Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ], I ask You to destroy every sign and symbol of this false covenant with the Fire of Your Holy Spirit. Please cleanse me from every defilement and curse incurred upon me by means of this false covenant (such as spiritual pride, spiritual complacency, spiritual powerlessness, spiritual blindness ... ).

Destroy the Seal of Baptism, or “Doopseël”, physically ...
In the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ], I break this demonic seal over my life and the lives of my descendants. I profess that I had been included in the Covenant with Abraham and his spiritual descendants, alone through faith in Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] (Galatians 3:7).

I renounce the declaration that I obtain membership of the Body of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] by virtue of a covenant sealed by Infant Baptism, together with the public confession of my faith (as alleged in all Protestant formulary). I proclaim that I belong to the Body of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] only by virtue of grace by faith. I believe that the Scriptures state:

That if you confess with your mouth, "Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] is LORD," and believe in your heart that God raised Him from the dead, you will be saved. For it is with your heart that you believe and are justified, and it is with your mouth that you confess and are saved (Romans 10:9-10).

I renounce the solemn oath which I had made to any Protestant Church in front of witnesses that I would persevere until the end of my life in the testimony of the doctrines as taught in any Protestant Church, and that I would reject any deviating teaching.

I pray, Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ], that You would tear up this spiritual contract and cover it with Your Blood. I cut myself loose from any spiritual influence of this false oath on my family and me.

Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ], I pray that You will silence with Your Blood all witnesses and testimonies against me and my descendants in the spirit realm concerning infant baptism.

I pray that You and Your Holy Spirit will intercede on my and my descendants’ behalf before the Father concerning this issue (Romans 8:26-27, 34).

In the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ], I cut myself loose from every spirit of rejection, alienation, or condemnation which could have entered the lives of my family or myself as a result of disciplinary measures taken against my ancestors, myself or my family by any Protestant Church as a result of baptism issues.

Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ], I pray that You will heal every wound which had been inflicted in this way.

In the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] I break the curse over my life of Galatians 1:8-9, which gets inflicted upon individuals who deviate from the doctrines of any Protestant Church.

(Where applicable) I renounce the Seal of the Dutch Reformed Church in its entirety, depicting the following allegorical (having two meanings, an obvious one, as well as a hidden one), occult symbols, in its totality:
• The **Queen of Heaven** or Cybele, (depicted as the Lady of Good Hope with an anchor, and also as Faith – holding a book) sitting on many waters.

• The Roman Goddess, **Cybele** and her Mysteries/Secrets, and her key which she seemingly uses to lock or unlock the portals of heaven (not depicted on the seal).

• The **lengthened cross** – characteristic of the Queen of Heaven in Freemasonry and Roman Catholicism.

• The **Masonic altar**.

• The “burning heart” or the so-called **“sacred heart of Jesus”** that gets worshipped in Roman Catholicism.

• The Masonic smooth **ashlar** (the “cube” on which she sits).

• The merchandising **ship** of Babylon.

• The ruling “order” of the secret organizations of **Freemasonry** and **Brotherhood** (Broederbond), that gets forced upon the Dutch Reformed Church or any other church that stands under the Queen of Heaven’s authority, under the covering of 1 Corinthians 14:40.

• The **Sun god** (Nimrod, Osiris, Baal, Ra).

In the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] I renounce and cut myself loose from the spiritual **city of Babylon**, of its:

• Magical power,
• Financial power,
• Sexuality,
• Idolatry,
• Music,
• Witchcraft.

I renounce every contract with this city, as well as its power over me and my family.

I renounce the riches of its **ships** and **merchandise** (Revelation 18:17), depicted on the Seal of the Dutch Reformed Church.

I declare a **spiritual divorce** between me and my family, and the city of Babylon.
In the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] I renounce and cut myself free from all **moon-worship** and any connections that I have made with the Queen of Heaven’s symbolism by submission to the Dutch Reformed Church or any other church that stands under the Queen of Heaven’s authority.

I confess that this symbolism is pagan and Roman Catholic.

I cut myself and my family free from the spirit of **homosexuality, sodomy, and lesbianism**, that could have been imparted to me when I subjected myself to this symbolism.

In the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] I cut my family and myself loose from the **Whore of Babylon** who sits on many waters (Revelation 17:1), as well as the spirit of Jezebel.

I also cut myself loose from any power that this **Seal and Deity** might have over the lives of my family and myself. Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ], I confess that the Lamb of God is the One worthy of opening all seals (Revelation 5:5), and thus ask in Your Name that this seal over my life be broken.

I renounce the **spiritual womb**, or scallop shell, from which the **Queen of Heaven** (Venus, Semiramis, Isis) is said to have been born out of the sea (as depicted on the “Kweekskool”, or Theological Seminary, at Stellenbosch, South Africa).

In the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] I cut myself and my family loose from the waters of the earth, as well as the spirit realm, and cut every spiritual **umbilical chord** connecting me to any such waters.

I renounce **Juno**, the Roman manifestation form of the Queen of Heaven, depicted as a descending dove on the Dutch Reformed Church logo and any other Church logo.

I renounce the secret society of **Freemasonry**, and every spirit associated with this movement. I renounce the three manifestation forms of the Queen of Heaven in this cult, namely Faith, Hope and Charity.

I renounce every Masonic symbol used in and about any Protestant Churches, such as:

- The pillars of **Jachin** and **Boaz**, which had been put at the entrances to many Protestant Church buildings.
• I profess that the Temple of God is the worldwide church, the Body of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ], as well as the body of every believer individually, and never a church building which displays pillars at its main entrance like the temple of Solomon in the Old Testament.

• The obelisk (found on graves at many Churches) and the spirits of Egypt and death which accompany it.

• The smooth ashlar (on which the Queen of Heaven sits on the Dutch Reformed Church Seal) and the spiritual complacency, false rest and false authority which accompanies it,

• The Masonic altar (by which the Queen of Heaven sits on the Dutch Reformed Church Seal) and the false trinity of Osiris, Isis and Horus which accompany it (the three lights of Freemasonry).

I cut my family and myself loose from the powers and influence of the sun god – the god of Freemasonry, as well as the All-seeing Eye of Horus, the Egyptian god, depicted in some Protestant Churches as the “All-seeing Eye of God.”

In the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] I cancel every word which my ancestors had programmed into the chambers of the sun and sealed with these covenants.

I petition against the “recorder and keeper” of all the records of the oaths that get made in the church, namely the cock on the steeple. He stands on the point of the sexual male phallus and announces to the heavens what is being done in the churches. He programs into the sun, moon, stars and planets the oaths that have been made by the families.

He is controlled by the rays of the sun god – the rising, midday and setting sun.

The symbol of a cock/rooster is announcing, betrayal, untrustworthy, to disrespect a warning.

Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ], I pray that You will silence all these voices speaking in the heavenslies against me and my family, with Your Blood.

In the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] I break the control of any cycles of the sun god over my life (seasons of hardship, or bad hours of the day or night).

In the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] I cut myself loose from the influence of the rays of the sun over my life and the lives of my family (Psalm 121:6).
Where applicable:

- I renounce the roots of *apartheid* which the Dutch Reformed Church had condoned during a certain stage in South African history, as well as racism.
- I repent of every act of *racism* of which I am guilty, and ask Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] of Nazareth to forgive such sins in His Name.
- In the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] I cut my family and myself loose from the *curses* which accompany acts and attitudes of *racism*.
- I renounce the former secret societies of the *Brotherhood* (Broederbond) and the *Ossewa Brandwag*, the membership of which hundreds of Afrikaner Church leaders and members had indulged into.
- I repent of any feelings and desires of *greed*, lust for *power* and *control*, and cultural haughtiness and superiority which might have led my forefathers into membership of these secret societies.
- I repent of the contribution which my forefathers might have made, through the *Broederbond* and the Afrikaner Churches, to the Draconian laws of *Apartheid*, and of the indescribable trauma which these laws had caused to millions of my fellow countrymen and women.

Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ], I pray that You will forgive me, and that Your Blood will cleanse me.

I profess that, before God, there is no difference between races and nationalities (Romans 10:12), that God causes His sun to rise on the evil and the good, and that He sends rain on the righteous and the unrighteous (Matthew 5:45).

**AMEN!**
Prayer of renunciation of Queen of Heaven ...
Father, as Your Bride we humble ourselves before You. We confess that we, as well as our forefathers, have sinned against You regarding worship to the Queen of Heaven.

We confess that we, as well as large parts of the wider Body of Your Son, have entered into idolatry by giving honour, reverence, and prominence to this deity – knowingly and unknowingly.

We want to express our remorse that we have rejected and grieved You, Your Son and Your Holy Spirit in this way. We therefore humbly ask that You will mercifully forgive us our sins, transgressions and iniquity on the grounds of the Blood of Your Son.

Thank You, Father, for Your Grace and Compassion. Thank You for not dealing with us in ways which we thoroughly deserve, but that You are slow to anger, and rich in mercy and compassion.

Before You, Father, the Heavenly Host, and before each other and the world, as well as the spiritual world, I now declare the following in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ]:

I renounce any worship of creation, rather than the Creator. I renounce the worship of Eve, the wife of Adam, as the “Mother of All”, and “Mother of the earth.”

I renounce the seed of the Nephilim, and its claim to be the messiah of the world.

I renounce the occult knowledge, worship and religious system of the days of Noah.

I acknowledge Noah as a righteous man in his generations, and the procreator of God’s holy line of saints, but reject and utterly renounce the entity known as Janus, the two-faced Roman god, as well as the hermaphrodite or androgenous man of the Mysteries which are associated with Noah.

I renounce the religious system of the Babylonian Mysteries and its successors in other cultures, whether it be Eleusinian, Assyrian, Phoenician, Egyptian, Phrygian, Greek, or Roman – including the:

- Roman Catholic Church,
- Mormonism,
- Hermeticism,
- Cabbalism,
- Islam,
- Freemasonry,
• Rosicrucianism,
• Alchemy,
• The Knights Templar,
• Hospitaller,
• Knights of Malta.

I renounce the Mysteries as the source of occult knowledge known in the Bible as “the deep secrets of Satan.”

I renounce the Babylonian Trinity known as Nimrod, Semiramis and Tammuz, as well as their successors in other cultures, such as:

• Osiris, Isis and Horus (Egypt).
• Shiva, Brahma and Vishnu (Krishna).
• Zeus, Hera and Bacchus (Greece).
• Jupiter, Juno and Appollo (Roman).

I renounce the ancient and classical names of the Queen of Heaven: Semiramis, Aphrodite, Ishtar, Circe, Inanna, Hera, Astarte, Demeter, Asherah, Diana, Isis, Artemis, Neith, Cybele, Hathor, Rhea, Athena, Juno, Venus, Nike, Ceres ...

I renounce the madonna of the Roman Catholic Church as not representative of Mary, the mother of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ], but as a manifestation of the demonic Queen of Heaven.

I renounce her countless images and icons all over the world to be the Image of the Beast of the book of Revelation.

I renounce every bit of worship that I, in my ignorance had ever given to this entity and its icons.

I renounce the three manifestation forms of the Queen of Heaven: the Virgin, the Mother, and the Crone (Witch). I renounce these manifestation forms in Freemasonry, known as Faith, Hope and Charity.

I renounce the spirit and works of the demonic entity known as Jezebel, and her works known as domination, intimidation, manipulation and control.

I renounce the spirits known as the nine muses, as well as every false inspiration or revelation which I might have sought or received from them.

I renounce the symbolism associated with the myths of the Queen of Heaven in their respective contexts, such as:
• The obelisk,
• The pine cone,
• The pine tree,
• The yoni,
• The mandorla,
• The womb,
• The scallop shell,
• The cave,
• The madonna,
• The moon,
• The sheaf of wheat,
• The book, anchor and suckled children,
• The flaming torch,
• The cube,
• The waters,
• The burning heart,
• The “tall” cross,
• The scale-balance,
• The mirror,
• The galley ship,
• The dog star (Sirius),
• The golden cup, fountains, keys,
• The broken column,
• The parting veil,
• The paired lions,
• The descending dove.

I renounce the meteorite known as the Black Stone or Capstone. I also renounce any allegiance to this stone or the Benben stone in Heliopolis (On), the Giza Pyramids or Kaaba at Mecca.

I renounce all water spirits associated with the Queen of Heaven, such as represented by fish, hippopotami, octopi, dolphins, seals, mermaids and shellfish.

I renounce every covenant or seal over my life that had been made with the Queen of Heaven. I hereby renounce my christening (or infant baptism) as a covenant with this entity, as well as the seals that accompany this christening.
Holy Spirit, I now ask that You will take Your Sword and cut me and my family free and loose from the following, in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ]:

- **The Virgin, the Mother and the Crone.**
- The Nephilim.
- The knowledge, oaths, seals, covenants, curses, hexes, spells and witchcraft to the religious system known as the Mysteries.
- The **cities and spirits of Babylon**, Pergamum and Rome. I declare a divorce with these cities in the spirit.
- Mount Everest, Nepal and Tibet, the geographical stronghold of the Queen of Heaven.
- The **unholy trinity**.
- The madonna.
- Jezebel.
- The nine muses.
- The ancient, mythological, classical and modern symbolism of the Queen of Heaven.
- The black meteorite stone.
- Water spirits.

*I hereby now proclaim:* I believe in God the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit – the God of Abraham, Isaac and Israel. I believe that only He is worthy of any worship, honour, reverence and glory.

I believe in Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] as the **One and Only Mediator** between the Father and man, and that the Holy Spirit acts only in this Name. I believe that we need no other or additional mediator. I believe that man gets saved only in this Name, by grace through faith. I believe that the Father bestows every good thing on man and mankind in this Name.

Thus, I pray that the Almighty and Powerful Hand of Almighty Father will keep me pure and steadfast on this road. In the Name of His Son I now proclaim that the **Queen of Heaven has no power over me**, and that the Blood of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] is against her!

**AMEN!**
Prayer of renunciation of Babylon ...
Prayer\(^6\) of renunciation for fertility cults, the Four Elements and Babylon

*Please note, this prayer has been divided into sections dealing with the various points.*

The first section deals with historical Babylon – it’s founding in rebellion and the might of the flesh. The second section deals with the paganism and idolatry that originated in Babylon and spread into every human culture with a different face. The third and longest section is about Babylon in Biblical history.

We particularly focus on the time that God used Babylon as an instrument of justice against Judah for specific sins that Judah committed – in particular, the sin of idolatry. This is also the subject of the longest book in the Bible – Jeremiah. Therefore, in these prayers, we have focused some attention on this chapter in the history of His people.

God used page after page in Jeremiah to detail the sins that Judah did to cause the brutal hand of Babylon to come upon both the land and the people. In these pages, He has also poured His heart out in great distress and anguish at the suffering when this judgment came upon His beloved people and His pain at the destruction of the defiled land.

We see very familiar echoes of this suffering in our lives, our families, our nation and the world around us. The same judgment is still active in our world today – one has only to look at the wars in the world – young men cut down in their prime, the numerous tragedies of death and destruction that play out in every family.

God has the same anguish today when He sees our suffering today, as He did those centuries ago when His people suffered the consequences of their iniquity.

Amidst His plaint, God also pleads with His people to return to Him, to repent and be restored. We heed His voice in Jeremiah, confessing our sins and those of our ancestors, pleading with Him to restore us, our families, our nation and our land.

The fourth section deals with the continuation of the Babylonian system in history until the present time and the mixing of Babylon with the church.

---

\(^6\) Note, this prayer has been revised and edited. For the full prayer, please visit [http://www.aslansplace.com](http://www.aslansplace.com).
• Basic renunciations.

Heavenly Father, I ask You to forgive me and all members of my ancestral line for the sin of stubbornness which is as idolatry and the sin of rebellion which is as witchcraft.

LORD, forgive us for trusting in man and for making man-made things, philosophies, inventions and technologies our idols and for trusting them. You are our strength. Help us to enter into Your rest.

Forgive us for the creation of all pagan practices and associations with the Babylonian System.

• Nimrod and the founding of Babylon.

Heavenly Father, I ask You to forgive me and all members of my ancestral line for the spirit of rebellion that was in Nimrod who set himself to oppose You and led a revolt against You.

On behalf of my ancestors I repent and renounce the tyranny and despotism that Nimrod practiced and for the evil of the empire that he established. We repent for the lust for power that the empire was founded on. We repent for the hunting of the souls of men that Nimrod did. We repent for the trading of the souls of men in Babylon.

Forgive us for this spirit of rebellion that that the city of Babel or Babylon was founded in and which has contaminated the land of Shinar (Mesopotamia) to this day.

• Tower of Babel.

Heavenly Father, I ask You to forgive me and all members of my ancestral line for all the beliefs and attitudes that caused the building of the religious ziggurat which was the Tower of Babel.

We repent for the arrogance and presumption that holds that men could by themselves build the gateway into the heavenlies.

We repent for the astral worship and astrology practiced at the tower of Babel. We repent for the fear that the people lived in that they would be scattered abroad living in isolated communities where they would be exposed to danger and be unknown and without honor and standing in their community.

We repent for this fear that led them to build this religious tower so that they could ‘make a name for themselves’. We repent for using the power of religion to share the glory of God and to make a name for ourselves and to try to control our lives and our future.
We repent for this spirit of Babylon, which uses religious authority to gain earthly power and prestige.

We repent for our self-will, the arrogance that would make us believe that we could accomplish anything that we wanted on our own without You.

LORD, help us not to avoid but to embrace the risks of establishing new frontiers, to be fruitful and replenish the earth, to bring Your dominion to bear in places where there had not been any before, to fulfill the destinies that You have for our lives.

We repent for rebellion, pride, self-will and self-exaltation that lead us to want to ‘make a name for ourselves’ instead of partnering with You to pursue the magnificent birthright and destiny that You have given to us.

- Babylon, city of man.

LORD, we repent for being aligned with Babylon, the City of Man. Please help us to be citizens of and aligned with the City of God – New Jerusalem.

LORD, help us to enter into Your inheritance for us by faith, looking for a City which has foundations, whose Builder and Maker is You.

- Nimrod or Marduk.

LORD, we repent for the state religion that Nimrod established, which deified and worshiped the emperor (Nimrod). We repent for the worship of Satan and his demons, star-worship.

We repent for the worship of Nimrod as connected to the planet Jupiter, as Zeus in Greece, as Jupiter in Rome

LORD, we repent for the worship of Nimrod as Marduk or “Bull Calf of the Sun” – god of magic and incantations, god of the agricultural people.

We repent for the worship of this entity as the god associated with the planet Mars as the patron deity of the city of Babylon, also known as Bel or “lord” , as the “bull of Utu” and the bull called Nandi, steed of the Hindu God Shiva.

We repent for the worship of this entity as the “Bull of Heaven” and for the symbol of the crescent moon as symbolized by the horns of the bull.

We repent for the worship of the bull in Egypt as Apis, embodiment of Ptah and later of Osiris.

We repent for the worship of the bull in Greece as the “Bull of Crete”, the Minotaur.
We repent for the worship of Nimrod as Ninus in Babylon, Kronos – “The Bull-Horned One” or Saturn in Rome, Zeus in Greece, Osiris in Egypt, Zoroaster in Chaldea. We repent for his representation as Hercules or Atlas in Greece.

• Semiramis.

We repent for the worship of Semiramis, wife of Nimrod, queen of Babylon.

We repent for the worship of the Queen of Heaven, Ammas or Mother of the gods, Ge or Gaia the Earth goddess, as the Madonna in Italy, Juno, Cybele or Rhea in Rome, Athena, Minerva or Hera in Greece, Shing Moo or Ma Tsoopo in China, Astarte or Ashtoreth in Phoenicia.

We repent for the worship of Semiramis as Aphrodite of Greece, Venus of Rome, Vesta or Terra of Rome

• Mystery Babylon.

We repent for the worship of the unholy trinity in the Babylonian mysteries – Nimrod, his consort Semiramis and their posthumous son Tammuz (proclaimed as the reincarnation of Nimrod).

We repent for all the paganism and idol worship that had their roots in the legends having to do with Nimrod, Semiramis and Tammuz.

We repent for the worship of Semiramis and Tammuz as Semiramis and Tammuz of Babylon:

○ Ashtoreth and Tammuz of Phoenicia,
○ Isis and Horus of Egypt,
○ Aphrodite and Eros of Greece,
○ Venus and Cupid of Rome,
○ Cybele and Deois of Asia,
○ Parvati and Iswara of India,
○ Madonna and Child in various cultures.

We repent for the system of Mysteries of Babylon that was set up when this false worship went underground in Babylon at the time when Nimrod was killed. We repent for the intended purpose – that of glorification of the dead Nimrod. We repent for the sacrifices to the dead that this worship involved.

We repent for the ritual of the lamenting his early death at the summer solstice [about 21/22 December].
We repent for the use of seals of secracies, oaths, initiation ceremonies and magic used to continue this idolatry in secret. We repent for the spreading of this secret mystery religion through the earth.

We repent for Freemasonry which was founded on the Mysteries of the Egyptian Isis, the goddess-mother, wife of Osiris.

We repent for all other mystery and false religions that we or our ancestors have practiced, such as Satanism, Luciferianism, Illuminati, Gnosticism, the Knights Templar, Rosicrucianism, Theosophical Society, New World Order, New Age and Lucid Trust.

LORD, please disconnect us from all these false cults and would You please connect all these links back to You.

- Tammuz.

LORD, on behalf of ourselves and our ancestors, we repent for the worship of Tammuz, posthumous son of Semiramis, who was claimed to be Nimrod resurrected. We repent for the false legend that he was the promised ‘seed of the woman’ who would deliver mankind.

We repent for the association of the worship of Tammuz with the winter solstice (about 21/22 June) when the days are the shortest and for the legend that the winter solstice is the sun dying and being reborn.

We repent for the burning of the yule log on the winter solstice, replacing it with a trimmed tree the next morning to represent his resurrection. We repent for the continuing of this pagan tradition during Christmas celebrations.

We repent for the worship of Tammuz as the Sun God and as the Assyrian fertility deity.

We repent for the worship of Tammuz as Horus in Egypt, Bacchus in Rome, Adonis in Greece, Baal-berith or Lord of the Covenant and as Vishnu in India.

- Astral religions - moon gods.

LORD, we repent for the worship of all heavenly bodies – the Sun, the Moon, the Planets, and the constellations, and for the association of false gods with planets.

We repent for the development of astrology, which focuses on a study of the zodiac, which originated in Babylon. We repent for trying to find and manipulate our destiny by locating the section of the sky that we were born under. We repent for the association of astrology with demonism or Satanism in that Satan and his hosts are being worshipped in the guise of signs or planets.
Forgive us for the worship of the Moon God of the Chaldees, the god of nomadic people. Forgive us for using the Crescent Moon as the symbol of the Moon God and for establishing the lunar calendar around this ungodly worship.

Forgive us for worshipping the black meteorite stone as the Ka’aba, for calling the moon god the Lord of the Ka’aba and for its worship and the worship of 360 other idols.

Forgive us for the worship of the Moon God as Sin in Syria and as Al-Ilah in Arabia.

Forgive us for the establishment of Islam as a religion built around the worship of the Moon God Al-lah. Forgive us for the establishment of cities such as Jericho or Beth-Yerah (House of the Moon God) around this false worship of the Moon God.

Forgive us for the establishment of centers of worship of the Moon God at Ur and Harran and building temples to this god throughout Babylonia and Assyria.

LORD, please disconnect us from the principalities of the land of Babylon including all astral worship and worship of the moon.

LORD, would You deliver us from all curses of insanity (lunacy) that have come upon us as a result of the worship of the moon (Luna). Forgive us for all rituals and practices associated with the different cycles of the moon, including rituals done at new moon, full moon and all shape-shifting.

- Astral religions - sun gods.

We repent for all worship of the sun and sun deities as Helios or Titan and Apollo in Greece, Shamash or Tammuz in Mesopotamia at Sippar and Larsa, the Germanic Sol, the Vedantic Surya and Adityas, the Incan Inti and Aztec Huitzilopochtli, the Egyptian Ra, Amaterasu in Japan, the Slavic Dazhbog.

- Serpent.

We repent for the use of the symbol of the snake, serpent or dragon that is associated with Nimrod/Marduk. We repent for all worship of snakes, use of snakes in rituals, worship of deities associated with snakes.

We repent for the use of the caduceus or Rod of Asclepius (Greek god of medicine and healing) or the winged staff with two snakes wrapped around it, the ancient astrological symbol of commerce associated with the Greek god Hermes as the symbol of medicine based upon the astrological principles of using the planets and stars to heal the sick.
We repent for all worship of Asclepius, Chiron, Hermes and all association of these false deities with the practice of medicine. We repent for the use of magic and hermetic arts in the practice of medicine.

We repent for the worship of other false deities associated with the snake such as Poseidon, Hydra and Triton, Gorgons and Medusa (Greek), Shiva, Naga (India), Auslavis in Lithuania, the Rainbow Serpent of the Aboriginal People of Australia, the Minoan Snake Goddess, Zombi in West Africa and Haiti, Degei in Fiji

LORD, please disconnect us from all these snake deities. Lord, please disconnect us from Leviathan, the sea monster. Lord please disconnect us from the ancient serpent, the dragon.

- other mesopotamian false gods.

We repent for the worship of An, the god of heaven (Pan-Mesopotamian) at the E’anna temple at Uruk.

We repent for the worship of Enlil, the god of the air and storms (Pan-Mesopotamian) associated with the planet Jupiter at the E’kur temple in Nippur.

We repent for the worship of Enki (Pan-Mesopotamian), the god of water and fertile earth associated with the planet Mercury, at the E’abzu temple.

We repent for the worship of Eridu or Ea, the god of magic, wisdom and intelligence.

We repent for the worship of Ki or Nirhursag, the mother-goddess representing the earth (Sumerian), at the E’saggila temple at Kish

We repent for the worship of Ashur (Assyrian), the sky god, the main god of Assyria at Assur.

We repent for the worship of Ninlil or Nillina, the goddess of the air, the south wind, and wife of Enlil (Sumerian) at the E’kur Temple in Nippur.

We repent for the worship of Nergal, god of death, associated with the planet Mars, son of Enlil and Ninlil.

We repent for the worship of Inanna (Ishtar), the goddess of love and war (Sumerian), associated with the planet Venus, at the E’anna temple at Uruk.

We repent for the worship of Marduk, son of Ea, the god of light, the main god of Babylon (Babylonian) at the E’saggila temple in Babylon.
We repent for the worship of Nanna or Suen (Sumerian) or Sin (Akkadian) god of the moon at the E’hursag temple of Ur and Harran

We repent for the worship of Utu (Sumerian), Tutu (Akkadian) or Shamash (Akkadian) god of the sun at the E’barbara temple of Sippar and in Babylonia.

We repent for the worship of Ninurta (Sumerian Lord Plough associated with the planet Saturn) at the E’Girsu temple at Lagash.

- Seduction of Babylon.

Heavenly Father, on behalf of my ancestors and myself, I repent for coveting the things of Babylon or the world system and being seduced by the things of the world into disobeying Your commandments and going against Your ways.

On behalf of myself and my ancestors who are part of the Babylonian system, I repent for the seductive spirit of Babylon and for seducing Your people away from You.

- Mixing with Babylon.

We repent for allowing our lands and our possessions to be occupied by the people of Babylon and for the intermingling of God’s people with the people of Babylon. While this judgment against us was just retribution for our idolatry, Father, please forgive us and restore unto us our lands and our identity and heritage as Your people.

On behalf of our Babylonian ancestors, we repent for occupation of the land of Israel and for compromising the identity and values of your people.

- Legitimacy from Babylon.

We repent for trying to find our legitimacy by displaying to the world the power, wealth, influence, gifts, talents and treasures that You gave us and for using them in the world when they were meant to be dedicated to You and used in Your service.

We repent that we found our legitimacy in looking for admiration and favor from the world instead of deriving our legitimacy from our relationship with You.

LORD, we repent that when You tried us to know what was in our hearts, You found us wanting. We pray that You may align our hearts with Your heart.

On behalf of our ancestors we repent that we brought curses into our generational lines so that generational blessings and treasures were stolen from our families and our generational lines were cut off without male heirs.
LORD, please restore to us these generational lines and treasures.

On behalf of the Babylon world system, we repent for coveting the treasures given to Your people and for stealing them.

- opposition by Babylon.

On behalf of our ancestors from Babylon, we repent for the attack against Jerusalem, the City of God, its siege, the subsequent famine, the murder and the carrying away of Your people to Babylon, for the blinding and murder of the royal line among Your people, for the enslavement of Your people.

On behalf of the Babylon system, we repent for the destruction of the temple in Jerusalem, the destruction of the pillars of brass, the brazen sea and the stealing of the brass from which they were made. We repent for the stealing of the vessels of the House of the Lord and for placing them in the temples of Babylon.

- Judgment against Babylon.

LORD, we pray for our own deliverance from Babylon and the deliverance of many peoples from this system before Your weapons arise against Babylon to destroy it for the final time.

On behalf of ourselves and our ancestors from Babylon we humble ourselves before You, pray, seek Your Face and repent of our wicked ways, our evil, our iniquity, our pride, arrogance and haughtiness. We pray that You may not destroy our land but that You may heal it and restore it.

LORD, deliver us from the curses of being hunted down, being sheep without a shepherd, being pierced, cut down and killed in war, our children dashed to death, our homes sacked, our wives raped, our young men shot down, our babies murdered, our children shown no compassion.

Please remove from our lands, houses and lives all ungodly wild beasts of the desert and islands, doleful, howling creatures, owls, ostriches, satyrs and dragons.

On behalf of ourselves and our ancestors, we repent for the predator spirit – for oppressing other people and riding rough-shod over those weaker than ourselves whom we were supposed to encourage, defend and lead. We repent for the victim spirit – for passivity or lack of courage that allow predators to oppress us and for not walking in our destiny to possess our birthright.

LORD, please break the staff of the wicked and the scepter of the unrighteous rulers, those who struck Your people with endless blows of rage and those who held nations in their angry grip with unrelenting tyranny.
LORD, would You bring rest into our lands and lives and upon the whole earth. May the earth break forth into singing and the trees rejoice.

We repent for all ungodly self-exaltation, pride and rebellion against You. Lord, please remove the wilderness and destruction from our lives and please open the house of the prisoners.

LORD, please remove from our lands, houses, and lives the bittern, the porcupine or hedgehog, the pools or swamps of water and the demonic broom of destruction. Lord, please remove the serpent’s root, the viper or adder and the fruit which is the fiery, flying serpent.

LORD, we repent for not taking care of the poor and needy as You have charged us to. We pray that You may help us to feed the poor and find a place for the needy to lie down. We pray that You may help us to build our foundations on Zion which You have founded.

We repent for the idolatry of Babylon and for the graven images of its heathen gods. Forgive us for showing no mercy and for laying the yoke heavily upon the elderly. We repent for multitudes of sorceries, abundance of enchantments, for allowing wisdom and knowledge to pervert us, for seeking ungodly counsel from astrologers, stargazers, monthly prognosticators.

LORD, lead us out of Babylon and lead us by the way that we should go. Help us to heed Your Commandments so that our peace is as a river and our righteousness like waves of the sea.

Deliverance from Babylon - the Sabbath Rest.

On behalf of myself and my ancestors, L ORD I repent for not entering into and staying in the Sabbath rest that You have ordained for us. Not following Your Principles of the Sabbath rest have brought judgment upon us in the form of periods of captivity to the Babylonian world system according to the times that we have not entered into Your rest.

LORD, we repent for not entering into Your rest because of unbelief. We repent for hardening our hearts against Your voice. We repent for trusting our own works. Help us not to labor doing our own works but to labor to enter into Your rest. Help us to take advantage of the special, appointed times that You have sanctified for us to draw close to You.

LORD, we come to You for Your Rest. We take Your yoke upon us and would learn of You. You are meek and lowly in heart and we shall find rest unto our souls. Your yoke is easy and Your burden is light.
Deliverance from Babylon - forsaking the LORD.

LORD, on behalf of ourselves and our ancestors, we repent for desecrating the land by burning incense in it to other gods – by exalting ideas and philosophies from the imaginations of man. We repent for worshipping the works of our own hands – celebrating humanism by exalting ourselves and turning to ourselves as the solution to our problems.

LORD, we hear the cry of Your heart, the abandonment and rejection in Your voice as You cry out to us, “I remember you – the kindness of your youth, the love of your betrothal, when you went after Me in the wilderness.”

LORD, we repent for losing our first love for You for drifting from You, walking after falsehood and emptiness so that we have ourselves become barren and fruitless like the things we followed. We repent for not acknowledging Your provision for us in hardship and danger. We repent for defiling the fruitful land that You gave us – for corrupting the inheritance and heritage that You gave us.

We repent for being priests who do not seek You any more. We repent for being religion experts who do not know You. We repent for being authority figures who defy You and Your ways. We repent for being false prophets who prophesied by the spirit of Baal and chased empty dreams and schemes.

We repent for trading our glory – You – for things which can never satisfy us.

Forgive us LORD for forsaking You – the Fountain of Living Waters. Forgive us for hewing broken cisterns that can hold no water.

LORD, deliver us from slavery and from being plundered. LORD, please restore the fruitfulness of our land and please rebuild the ruined places in our cities. We brought this on ourselves when we forsook You.

Forgive us for seeking allies, partnerships and making covenants with powers that You did not mean for us to ally ourselves with.

Deliver us from the shame, evil and bitterness that have come into our lives because we abandoned You and did not fear You. We repent for forsaking You LORD.

Deliverance from Babylon - forsaking the LORD.

LORD, would You please forgive us and our ancestors for idolatry, pagan worship, the use of phallic symbols in public places, and sex-and-fertility rites performed on high places and in groves.
We have become degenerate and defiled; paganism is mixed into our lives today. Forgive us for worshipping Baal, and for allowing that spirit to control our land.

Forgive us for spiritual harlotry – becoming available to any and every drive and force around us. This has happened because our heart drifted from You into degeneracy.

LORD, we have exalted man-made idols – our science and technology, our political and social systems, our media programming, looking to them for our origins, for our parenting. Please forgive us.

Forgive us LORD for not responding to Your parental discipline. Forgive us for getting rid of the prophets and voice that You sent us.

LORD, we are stained with the blood of the innocent and the poor. Please forgive us. Forgive us for questioning the judgment that has come upon us without acknowledging the sins that we and our ancestors have done.

LORD, please forgive us our spiritual harlotry which has polluted the land. LORD, would You now send the showers that have been withheld from the land? Would You send us the latter or spring rains? LORD, we repent and turn to You with our whole heart.

LORD, we hear Your passionate cry to us to return to You because we are married to You. We acknowledge our iniquity – that we have transgressed against You and not obeyed Your voice, have participated in ritual religious prostitution in the groves of the pagan gods and have scattered our ways to strangers in spiritual whoredom.

LORD, would You give us shepherd-rulers according to Your heart who will feed us with knowledge and understanding. We repent for following the unrighteous desires and images in our hearts.

LORD, we repent for the perversion of our ways. We repent for forgetting You. LORD, we return to You as wayward children. LORD, would You heal our wayward, wandering hearts. We come to You – You are the LORD our God and You alone are our salvation.

LORD, shame and dishonor have been the fruit of the labor of our fathers – their possessions, sons and daughters were squandered on a delusion. LORD, would You remove this shame and waste from our generational line.

LORD, we put away our idols and our sin paraphernalia. We want to live in truth, justice and righteousness and we glory in You.
LORD, we plow up the hard ground of our hearts. We stop sowing good seed among thorns. We circumcise ourselves to You and we take away the foreskins of our heart. Lord, we wash our hearts from wickedness and stop harboring devious and malignant designs within us.

LORD, please would You remove the bitter taste of our punishment which pierces our hearts. LORD, our heart cries out aloud in anguish ... we writhe in pain. The enemy comes in battle against us. Waves of destruction roll over us, our houses and our land until we lie in complete desolation. Our shelters are gone. LORD – how long will we have to see battle? Deliver us LORD!

We acknowledge that we do not know You, that we do not yet have understanding, that we are clever enough at doing wrong but have no idea how to do right! Now our fertile fields have become a wilderness and our land is ruined. We cry and groan – the anguish of a woman in labor, the cry of the daughter of Zion reaching out for help – from the murderers! Deliver us LORD – we cry to You.

• **Deliverance from Babylon – corruption.**

LORD, forgive us and our ancestors for not being just and honest, for refusing to be corrected by You and refusing to be corrected, being hard-hearted and refusing to return to You. Forgive our leaders for not knowing Your ways and Your judgment, but throwing off Your yoke and breaking free of all restraint. Forgive us and our ancestors for taking part in prostitution and for committing adultery.

Forgive us for betraying You, for ignoring Your Word to us and refusing to heed Your warnings. Now, the destroyer has consumed the food of our harvest, our sons and daughters and all our possessions. The insurance and defenses in which we trusted have not protected us!

LORD, forgive us for having eyes and not seeing, for having ears and not hearing You. Help us to hear You with our hearts.

LORD, we will walk in righteous fear of You – who have created order and boundaries for nature and for man. Forgive us for having a defiant and rebellious heart. Our iniquities have shut up the autumn and the spring rains. We have missed the appointed weeks of the harvest and our sins have withheld good things from us.

Forgive us for setting traps for unsuspecting victims, for stuffing our houses with ill-gotten gain from exploitation, for not looking after the orphans and the needy. Forgive us for being lying prophets and ruler-priests who rule by our own power with an iron hand. Forgive us for tolerating such.
Deliverance from Babylon - corporate evil.

LORD, forgive us and our ancestors – our cities are full of brutality, bursting with violence and are full of grieving and wounded people.

Forgive us for covetousness – for going after the dishonest money systems of this world – prophets and priests and everyone in between – for twisting words and doctoring truth.

Your people are broken and shattered – forgive us for being shepherds who put Band-Aids on them and do not heal the hurt of Your people. Forgive us for not being ashamed of our actions.

Forgive us for not stopping at the crossroads and seeing, for not asking for the ancient paths, for not seeking the good way and for refusing to walk in it – we could have found rest for our souls if we had done so.

When You set watchmen over us, we refused to listen to them when they sounded the alarm. Forgive us LORD.

LORD, we have reaped catastrophe and disaster in our lives - the fruit of our own schemes because we have ignored everything You said and treated Your teaching with contempt. And now, under attack, we are paralyzed with fear and terror – death is on the prowl. LORD, please forgive us.

LORD, we heed Your call to Your church to clean up our act – the way we live, the things we do, to start treating each other with justice, so that you can will dwell in our churches and places of worship. Forgive us for our religious games and rituals

Forgive us for exploiting aliens, transients, the homeless, orphans and widows. LORD, there is blood on our hands from oppression and injustice in our systems. Forgive us for stealing, committing adultery, lying, burning incense to Baal and following other gods whom we do not discern to be evil. LORD, we have no license to go on with this sacrilege and defile Your places of worship.

LORD, forgive us for ignoring You when You spoke to us and for not answering when You called us.

Forgive us and our ancestors for offering sacrifices and burnt offerings to the Queen of Heaven and drink offerings to other idols just to hurt You God. We are deeply sorry, LORD, indeed we have hurt ourselves – exposing ourselves to shame and ridicule. And now Your anger has come upon everything in our country – people, animals, trees and crops. Please heal us and redeem us.
Forgive us for not obeying You, for following the stubborn desires of our evil hearts, going backward instead of forward and for not listening to Your servants the prophets.

LORD, forgive us for setting up obscene god-images in the very temple that was built to honor You, defiling it. Forgive us for building pagan shrines and altars in high places, for burning our sons and daughters and babies alive in the fire – a perversion of all that You are. This has reaped death in our lives – abandoned corpses fed on by birds and animals.

LORD, would You forgive us and restore the voices of laughter, joy and merriment and gladness that were stilled by these curses – the voices of the Bridegroom and the Bride.

LORD, we repent for loving, serving, following, seeking and worshipping the sun, the moon, the stars and all the host of heaven. Lord this is what has brought on us the curse of wishing that we were dead rather than alive. Lord, please forgive us and deliver us.

LORD, forgive us for staying on our self-destructive path and not turning back when we discover we are on the wrong road. We repent for perpetual backsliding, stubbornly holding on to our illusions, refusing to change direction. You listen carefully to us and do not hear one of us speaking truth or expressing regret. Everyone is following his own course banging his head against a brick wall. LORD, please forgive us.

LORD, forgive us for not knowing the appointed times or the rule and the judgment of the Lord. Forgive us for thinking that we know the score – that we are the proud owners of Your revelation. This has gotten us stuck in illusion. Forgive us for being religious experts who have taken Your people for a ride. Forgive us for being know-it-alls whom You will unmask if we do not repent.

LORD, thus we have reaped curses of homelessness and loss of our spouses. LORD would You please forgive and restore our families and our spouses, our homes and our possessions to us. Please restore fruitfulness to our work and our lives. Lord would You please remove the cup of poison from our lives. LORD, would You please remove serpents, cockatrices, vipers and adders from among us.

LORD, our grief seems beyond healing. Our hearts are broken as we weep and cry to You, “Have You abandoned us LORD? Are You no longer in our midst?” We have provoked Your anger with our worthless idols and gods. LORD, You hurt when we hurt. We find no medicine or physician or healing for our wounds. Forgive us Lord, and restore our health!

Forgive us for refusing to stand up for the truth, for advancing from one evil to the next, ignorant of You.
Forgive us for deceiving and defrauding our neighbors and spreading malicious gossip about them behind their backs. Our tongues are poison arrows and deadly lies stream from our mouth.

LORD, please restore us, our cities, our pastures and grazing grounds, our livestock and wildlife. Please remove the dragons and desolation from our midst. We repent that we abandoned Your instructions, refused to obey You but stubbornly lived any way we wanted to and took up with Baal gods whom we thought would give us what we wanted – following the ancestral iniquity by doing so.

LORD, would You please remove the consequences, the wormwood and the gall – the bitterness and poison from us.

Would you gather us again from all the places where we have been scattered and remove the sword that is chasing us in an everlasting curse.

LORD, would You remove the spirit of death that has crept in through our windows, entered our mansions, killed off the flower of our youth and our children?

LORD, we repent for bragging about our cleverness, our exploits and our riches. We glory in this – that we understand and know You – that You are the LORD who exercises loving-kindness, judgment and righteousness in the earth.

LORD, we repent for trying to read our future in the stars. We repent for following futile customs of cutting down trees and decorating them with silver and gold. LORD we have become stupid and foolish by worshipping stupid and foolish things. Please forgive us.

LORD, our wounds are severe and our grief is great. Our sickness is incurable. We are homeless and have lost our children. Forgive us and help us. Forgive us for being shepherds who have lost sensitivity and did not ask You for counsel. Therefore we are not prospering and our flock is scattered. LORD, please would You restore us.

LORD, we acknowledge that we cannot run our own lives – we don’t have what it takes to plan our own course. Correct us with mercy and judgment.

- Deliverance from Babylon - breaking covenant.

LORD, we repent for forgetting Your covenants with us and breaking the terms of our covenants with You. The terms said that our obedience would fulfill the terms of the covenant – that You would be our God even as we would be Your people and that You would give us this fertile and lush land. Forgive us for going back to the iniquities of our fathers who paid no attention to You but did whatever they wanted to, whenever they wanted to do it.
Forgive us for setting up altars everywhere to burn incense to the sex god Baal which has degraded us. LORD, You rebuke us for doing this and then coming to worship You in Your House, making promises and devising pious programs. Forgive us LORD.

LORD, we acknowledge that You judge righteously and test the mind and the heart, examining and cross-examining our actions and motives. We plead our case before You.

LORD we repent that Your Name is on our lips but our minds and hearts are far from You. We acknowledge that You see us and try our hearts toward You.

LORD, the land mourns, the grass and herbs have withered; the wildlife and birds are dying off because of the evil in the land. We repent and turn toward You and ask You to heal our land and restore our plants and animals.

LORD, we hear the cry of Your heart as You suffer anguish over having to abandon Your people, surrender us, the dearest ones of Your heart to our enemies, over having to treat us harshly because of our rebellion against You – we, Your promised heritage, turning against You.

We repent for being shepherd-rulers who have destroyed Your vineyard, trampled Your vines turning its beauty into a barren wilderness and an empty wasteland. We hear the ache of Your heart as You hear the mournful cry of the desolate land and barren hilltops that no one cares about. We repent for not being good stewards of Your land. Please deliver us from the destroying armies and from Your sword.

LORD, we have planted wheat and are harvesting thorns. We have worn ourselves out. We are harvesting a crop of shame because of Your fierce anger. LORD please forgive us and restore us

Forgive all those of us nations who reached out for the possession that You have given to Your people Israel.

Help us nations to diligently learn the ways of Your people and to pray to You to undo the time when we taught Your people to pray to Baal. LORD, build us in the midst of Your people Israel.

LORD we repent that we have refused to listen to You and stubbornly do only what we want to do and chase after all kinds of gods to serve them and worship them. This is why we are falling apart. LORD, please restore us. Help us to cling to You so that we can be Your people, Your pride and Your glory - an honor to Your Name.

LORD, we have become senseless in the anguish and throes of the judgment that has come upon us. We humble ourselves and give You glory.
Please turn the dense darkness and the shadow of death back into light in our lives. We repent for our pride.

LORD, please remove the pangs of anguish from us. Forgive us for forgetting You and trusting in falsehood. Forgive our adulteries, our lust, the lewdness of our harlotry on the hills and in the fields. Would You make us clean?

- marriage of the church and the world - Pontifex maximus.

LORD, we repent for the transfer of the system of Babylonian paganism with the High Priest’s title of Pontifex Maximus from Babylon to the head of the church at Rome. We repent for the mixing of paganism with the church.

Please remove the destruction, the desolation, the scorn and shame that have come upon us. Please restore to us the voice of mirth, the voice of gladness, the voice of the Bride and the Voice of the Bridegroom.

- We declare a divorce!

Father, we petition for a DIVORCE from Babylon and Rome ... We repent for making covenant with them, and ask that this covenant be nullified by the Blood of Y’shua [Jesus].

Father, we declare that we want to COVENANT ourselves to You, and to our Bridegroom Y’shua [Jesus], and to Your City, Jerusalem.

Father, we declare that we want to come back to You, to RETURN to You and Your Ways ... That we LOVE You and Your Ways!

AMEN!
Prayer of renunciation of Roman, Greek, and/or Russian Catholic Institution ...
Heavenly FATHER, I renounce and repent of my participation in the (Roman, Greek or Russian) Catholic institution. I cancel the effects of all promises made to, oaths taken and rituals performed in the Catholic system by me, my parents, my husband/wife and their ancestors on both sides of the family.

I renounce and cancel my allegiance to the Pope as head of the “One True Church” and to the Vatican as the “Holy See”. I renounce all false doctrines of the Catholic system:

- The false doctrine that Mary is our mediator between man and GOD rather than His Son, Y’shua (Jesus). The Bible says:

  1 Timothy 2:5 “5 For there [is only] one God, and [only] one Mediator between God and men, the Man Christ Jesus,”

  John 14:6 “6 Jesus said to him, I am the Way and the Truth and the Life; no one comes to the Father except by (through) Me.”

- The false doctrine which glorifies Mary more than MESSIAH Y’shua (Jesus). The Bible says:

  Acts 4:12 “12 And there is salvation in and through no one else, for there is no other name under heaven given among men by and in which we must be saved.”

  Ephesians 1:21 “21 Far above all rule and authority and power and dominion and every name that is named [above every title that can be conferred], not only in this age and in this world, but also in the age and the world which are to come.”

- The false doctrine which makes Mary the gate to Heaven instead of Messiah Y’SHUA (Jesus). The Bible says:

  John 10:1,7,9 "I ASSURE you, most solemnly I tell you, he who does not enter by the door into the sheepfold, but climbs up some other way (elsewhere, from some other quarter) is a thief and a robber. 7 So Jesus said again, I assure you, most solemnly I tell you, that I Myself am the Door for the sheep. 9 I am the Door; anyone who enters in through Me will be saved (will live). He will come in and he will go out [freely], and will find pasture.”

  John 14:6 “6 Jesus said to him, I am the Way and the Truth and the Life; no one comes to the Father except by (through) Me.”

  Acts 4:12 “12 And there is salvation in and through no one else, for there is no other name under heaven given among men by and in which we must be saved.”
• The false doctrine which gives Mary the power of Messiah Y'SHUA (Jesus). The Bible says:

**Philippians 2:9-10** "9 Therefore [because He stooped so low] God has highly exalted Him and has freely bestowed on Him the name that is above every name, 10 That in (at) the name of Jesus every knee should (must) bow, in heaven and on earth and under the earth."

• The false doctrine of praying to the dead. The Bible says:

**Deuteronomy 18:10-12** "10 There shall not be found among you anyone who makes his son or daughter pass through the fire, or who uses divination, or is a soothsayer, or an augur, or a sorcerer, 11 Or a charmer, or a medium, or a wizard, or a necromancer (a necromancer is one who talks to the dead). 12 For all who do these things are an abomination to the Lord, and it is because of these abominable practices that the Lord your God is driving them out before you."

• The false doctrine of salvation through works. The Bible says:

**Ephesians 2:8-9** "8 For it is by free grace (God’s unmerited favor) that you are saved (delivered from judgment and made partakers of Christ’s salvation) through [your] faith. And this [salvation] is not of yourselves [of your own doing, it came not through your own striving], but it is the gift of God; 9 Not because of works [not the fulfillment of the Law’s demands], lest any man should boast. [It is not the result of what anyone can possibly do, so no one can pride himself in it or take glory to himself.]"

• The false doctrine of praying to angels. The Bible says:

**Colossians 2:18** "18 Let no one defraud you by acting as an umpire and declaring you unworthy and disqualifying you for the prize, insisting on self-abasement and worship of angels, taking his stand on visions [he claims] he has seen, vainly puffed up by his sensuous notions and inflated by his unspiritual thoughts and fleshly conceit,"

**Revelation 22:8-9** "8 And I, John, am he who heard and witnessed these things. And when I heard and saw them, I fell prostrate before the feet of the messenger (angel) who showed them to me, to worship him. 9 But he said to me, Refrain! [You must not do that!] I am [only] a fellow servant along with yourself and with your brethren the prophets and with those who are mindful of and practice [the truths contained in] the messages of this book. Worship God!"

I renounce and repent of all these false doctrines and all of the other false doctrines of the Catholic system, in the Name of Messiah Y'shua (Jesus Christ).
Breaking curses and spirit/soul-ties:

• I break curses put upon me and my family by the Knights of Columbus or any other Catholic society. I cut all ties and holds between me and the strong man, Jezebel, Queen of Kingdoms, and the Great Harlot.

• I declare to be broken any bonds, ties, or bindings that hold me to the Catholic system because of my water baptism, “First Holy Communion”, confirmation rituals, marriage vows or sacraments.

• I break evil spirit/soul-ties between me and the saints for which I was named.
  ○ Catholic people can be DELIVERED of evil spirits that are called by the person’s specific baptismal and confirmation names. Call these spirits out using the saint’s names, specifically, on each name.

• I break evil spirit/soul-ties between me and the saints to which I have prayed.
  ○ Call out these evil spirits, using the saint’s names.

• I repent of bringing Catholic statues or other abominable things into my home, as they come under the category of idols and accursed things. I have removed them from my person, home, car and place of work.
  ○ Call out spirits from the person because they had these things.
    Example: “Any spirits that came in because of these things in the house of _____________ (name the person) must come out.”

• I repent of Baal worship, which is the foundation and roots of the Catholic system.
  ○ Call out spirits of Baal, priests of Baal, shedding innocent blood, Ashtoreth, goddess/mother/wife of Baal, and so forth.

• I repent of idolatry, worship of statues, veneration of statues and relics, and possession of the spirits attached to these statues, and so forth.
  ○ Call out spirits by these names.

• I repent of calling priests, “Father”.
  ○ Call out evil spirits having priest’s names.

7 For more information, see our article “Steps To Spiritually Cleanse Your Home”, available from the website at http://www.kanaanministries.org/downloads/?did=165

8 For more information, see our “Journey2Freedom” series as well as our book, “How Fertility Cults Devour Our Blessings”.
Matthew 23:9 “9 And do not call anyone [in the church] on earth father, for you have one Father, Who is in heaven.”

- I break all evil spirit and soul ties with all priests and nuns with whom I have had contact or have held in high admiration.
  - Name the ones the Holy Spirit brings to remembrance and call spirits out by these names. Also call out “fear of priests and nuns”. If the person wanted to become or did become a nun, call out “false bride of Christ and bride of satan”. Call out the spirit of “Guilt” if the person felt they should have been a nun or priest but didn’t become one. Also call out “guilt for leaving the mother church”.

- I renounce praying to Mary and break all curses on me because of this. I cancel any dedication to Mary which may have been done in my behalf.
  - Call out spirits of Mary from the following:
    - Madonna, Holy Mary, Our Lady, Notre Dame, Mother of God, Dei Mater, Deipara, Theotokos, Mater Dolorosa,
    - The Sorrowful Mother, Queen of Heaven, Regina Coeli, Queen of Angels, Regina Angelorum, Star of the Sea, Stella Maris,
    - The Virgin, The Blessed Virgin, The Black Virgin, Sacred heart of Mary, Hail Mary, Lady of Lourdes, Lady of Fatima,
    - Lady of the Snows, (Other Ladies), The Virgin Mary, The Virgin Mother, Sancta Virgo Virginum, Holy Virgin of Virgins;
    - Virgo Sponsa Dei, Virgin Bride of the Lord, Virgo Clemens, Virgin Most Merciful, Virgo Gloriosa, Virgin Most Glorious,
    - Virgo Potens, Virgin Most Powerful, Virgo Praedicanda, Virgin Most Renowned, Virgo Sapientissima, Virgin Most Wise,
    - Virgo Veneranda, Virgin Most Venerable, Hortus Clusus, Immaculate Conception, Mariology, Mariolatry,
    - Queen of Peace, Queen of Righteousness, Queen of Martyrs, Mother Mary, Queen of Hell, Sovereign Mistress of the Devils,
    - Fayy Fatima-Vexxa Myya (creates a very deep loyalty to Mary), Mariology, Mary Worship, Loyalty to the Church of Mary to the Death (occult in nature and practice), Sodality Fellowships (solidarity in Mary), Mary Seed of Wisdom.

- The Inquisition. I repent of the sins of my fathers during the Inquisition in Europe from 1200-1800 A.D., when millions of people were tortured, maimed and killed as heretics because they owned Bibles and obeyed what was in the Bible instead of the church tradition. As the Catholic system has never repented of this, I do so now.

- I renounce these actions as sin, and repent of them for myself and my family.
Call out spirits of Mental Torment, Murder, Burning, Torture and all kinds of Infirmities.

* I break the curse of Jesuit intrigue and deceit over me ... MESSIAH Y’shua (Jesus) became a curse for me. I renounce and repent of any association of myself, parents or ancestors (or husband/wife) back on both sides of the family from the beginning of the organization of the Jesuit Order.

* Call out spirits of Political Intrigue, Lying, Religious Lying, Pleytheas, Deceit, Subterfuge, Treason, Manipulation, Murder, and so forth.

* I renounce and repent of saying, “I was born a Catholic and I'll die a Catholic!” I break that curse and call out a Spirit of Death. We do all this in the Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ).

* Call out spirits of Death which can include Death and Hades, Osmodeus, Appolyon, Premature Death, Death by Overdose, Death by Terminal Illness, Death by Accident, Death by Drowning, etc. Also call out Destruction Spirits, and Promises to Saints and Mary.

Other names of demons ...

The following are paragraphs of other names by which evil spirits may be called out of the person. Obviously, this DELIVERANCE can take a number of sessions.

* General
  
  * Burning of Votive Candles, Catholic Hymns, Catechism, Penance, Confessional, Confession, Lying in the Confessional, Confirmation, False Baptism, Fear of Priest, Fear of Nun, Fear of Being a Priest or Nun, Relics, Veneration of Relics, Fear of Excommunication, Burning Incense, Blind Obedience to the Priest, One Holy Priesthood, One True Church, Prayers to Saints, Novenas, False Confession, Rosary (this includes spirits of Buddha, because the rosary was adopted from Buddhism, and spirits of Death coming from Buddha), Purgatory, Fear of Judgment and Hell, False Celibacy, Idolatry, Holy Water, Way of the Cross.

* Benediction Services
  
  * Genuflecting, Sorrowful Mysteries, Joyful Mysteries, Veneration of Saints, Sacred Pictures, Holy Cards, Icons, Sacred Medals, Sacred Heart of JESUS, Sign of the Cross, Crucifix, Belief in the Pope as Head of the Church, Sacred Silence, Jesuit Spirits.

* False Religious Rites
  
  * Liturgy, Holy Rites, Ceremony, Processional, Litany, Greater or Lesser Litany, Invocation, Invocation of the Saints, Confirmation,

• Uction

• Mass

• Parts of the Mass

• Sacred and Ritualistic Articles

• Holy Days
  o Advent, Christmas, Candlemas, Candlemas Day, Epiphany, Three Kings' Day, Twelfth-Tide, Twelfthnight, Twelfth-Day, Septuagesima, Shrove Tuesday, Mardi Gras, Carnival, Pancake Day, Ash Wednesday, Lent, Lententide, Quadragesima, Quadragesima Sunday, Holy Week, Passion Week, Palm Sunday, Holy Thursday or Maundy Thursday, Good Friday, Easter, Eastertide, Easter Sunday, Easter Monday,

• **Allegiance to Pope**
  - Pontiff, Papa, Holy Father, Servant of the Servants of God, Cardinal, Primate, Exarch, Metropolitan, Abuna, Archbishop, Bishop, Prelate, Diocesan, Suffragan, Coadjutor, Dean, Rector, Vicar, Chaplain, Curate, Penitentiary.

• **False Religion**
  - False Doctrines, Mind Idolatry, Mind Binding, Babylonian Spirits, Nimrod, Semiramus, Tammuz, Babel, Confusion, Deception, Pipytheas (religious lying), Orion (compromises the truth; gives false gifts), Python (spirit of divination), Divination, Parricide (murder of parents).

• **Religious Orders**
  - Franciscan, Gray Friar, Friar Minor, Minorite, Observant, Recollect, Conventual, Capuchin, Dominican, Black Friar, Friar Preacher, Preaching Friar of Brother, Carmelite, White Friar, Augustinian, Augustinian Hermit, Austin Friar, Begging Friar, Benedictine, Black Monk, Jesuit, Loyolite, Crutched Friar, Crossed Friar, Templar, Hospitaler, Bernardine, Bonhomme, Carthusian, Cisterian, Cluniac, Gilbertine, Loretine, Maturine, Premonstratensian, Trappist, Brigittine, Marist, Maryknoll, Oratorian, Redemptorist.

• **Patron Saints**
  - There are also patron saints over various occupations, diseases, certain groups of people (expectant mothers, falsely accused persons, etc.), countries and places. Various symbols in art represent saints (George – dragon and Francis – birds, also deer, fish, skull, stigmata, wolf, and so forth).

• **The Roman calendar** has a special saint or saints for every day of the year. There are over 5,000 saints in all.

**Greek Name Days ...**

In Greece, you get two birthdays. You celebrate your actual birthday, as well as your “Name Day” – the day of the saint that bears the same name. This usually has no relation to a person’s actual birthday except by coincidence.
Greek "Name Day" and naming conventions in Greece.

Naming conventions in Greece are still followed quite strictly, with the result that certain names are used for many individuals in a generation.

In each generation, the eldest grandson in each family will be named for the grandfather, and the eldest granddaughter will be named for the grandmother. If someone had three children, and they all produce a male grandchild, all three of those cousins will have the same name. To top it all off, all those with the same first name will celebrate the same saint's Name Day.

The celebration of Greek Name Days includes a party. In past times, this was open to literally anyone passing on the street, but most parties these days are by invitation. Obviously, people of the same name will usually know where all the celebrations are. Small gifts are exchanged.

Since the Saint is also having a celebration, everyone will visit any local church named for that same saint, make an offering, and light a candle. The bigger churches will put on the larger festivals, often with free food and drink, but even the smallest of chapels will commemorate their saint's special day in some way. Many of the little chapels you see in the fields or in remote locations will only be open once a year on the day of their saint. And if the village itself is named for the saint, travelers can count on a terrific party on that day.

By the way, if you encounter someone named for an Olympian god or goddess (rather than for a conveniently-named saint of the same name) it can mean that family is considered to be less devout than those that stick strictly to church-sanctioned names. However, there are many saints that were named for the Greek gods or goddesses originally, so Dionisis is usually named for one of several St. Dionysises (Agios Dionysos) rather than for the wine-loving, party-hearty Greek god.

Prayer for being named after a Greek/Catholic saint ...

FATHER, in the Name of Y'shua (Jesus), I ask forgiveness for “taking on” and receiving the name of the god/goddess/saint assigned to me.

I ask forgiveness for giving to this spirit any recognition and worship. I cancel the worship and honour given to this spirit in the Name of Y’shua (Jesus).

I cut myself free from this spirit as well as the cosmic cycles which kick-in every year with alignments of planets and constellations.

I take the Hammer of Your Word and smash the time-clock of satan tying me into this demonic cycle in satan’s calendar every year.
I break every false promise and demonic blessing assigned to this Name Day given by this spirit, in the Name of Y’shua (Jesus)!

I declare these “blessings and promises” to be curses and take hold of Your promise spoken in Your Word:

**Galatians 3:13** “13 Christ purchased our freedom [redeeming us] from the curse (doom) of the Law [and its condemnation] by [Himself] becoming a curse for us, for it is written [in the Scriptures], Cursed is everyone who hangs on a tree (is crucified);”

FATHER, forgive me for every party and celebration I attended as well as celebrated. Forgive me for visiting any church, bringing any offering or lighting any candle for any god/goddess/saint.

I ask You to wipe out my footprints in these churches in the spirit, destroy every offering speaking against me in the spirit, and blow out every candle, in the Name of Y’shua (Jesus).

In the Name of Y’shua (Jesus) I destroy every demonic altar that was structured for this demonic spirit in my life, and I destroy the platform I gave to this spirit to speak into/over my life, in the Name of Y’shua (Jesus).

I break the power of any false prophetic word assigned to me and cancel those words with the Blood of the Lamb!

FATHER, I thank You for the work of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus), for His LIFE and the Precious Blood of the Lamb, that in/through Him I have complete forgiveness!

I thank You for the VICTORY in Messiah Y’shua (Jesus)!

I praise You FATHER, and ask that You would continue to establish Your Kingdom – of righteousness, SHALOM (peace), and joy – within my heart/life!

In the Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus),

**AMEN!**
Additional information on Roman Catholicism ...
Baal-hamon\(^9\), one of Baal’s names, means “the lord of wealth or abundance.” Chuck Pierce believes, and I agree, that this is the principality warring against the great transfer of wealth to the church. You must war against this spirit to see your inheritance released. Claim Jeremiah 51:44 (Bel in this verse is Baal).

Baal-berith, another of his names, means “the lord of the covenant.” The Hebrew word Baal actually means “husband” or “marriage.” This spirit always attempted to cause Israel to “divorce” or break covenant with God and “marry” or align with him. Consistent with this, in so many ways America has broken covenant with God and married Baal. This is, I believe, the strongman behind most covenant-breaking.

Baal is the strongman behind sexual perversion. Homosexuality was and is one of his big strongholds. I believe all of the sexual sin and perversion in America is, to one degree or another, under Baal’s orchestration. You will continue to see God expose leaders in the church who aligned themselves with this spirit. Pray for the church to be cleansed and for Baal’s hold on America in this area to be broken.

Baal always goes after the next generation, trying to cut off the extension of God's covenantal purposes. He is a violent spirit and even required human sacrifice.

Abortion is under Baal, as is the “cutting” of today’s young generation (see 1 Kings 18:28), the vampire and Goth movement, and the death culture in general that has so invaded America. Baal is leading the fight to avert the great awakening planned for the young generation of Americans today. Pray against and bind these efforts. Witchcraft and occult spirits in general operate under Baal. So does Jezebel.

In part one of his series, Prophet Dutch Sheets teaches about breaking the power of the Jezebel Baal connection in 2007. The name Baal itself means master or lord, rule, possesses or marry. This name was also a name for marriage, husband in marriage or Beulah.

When we enter into a wrong relationship, the spirit of Baal desires to align people in a covenant relationship that will give it access to them, give it permission to take over ownership of them and their possessions.

Baal was the primary spirit associated with Babylon or Iraq. We are feeling the back lash in America because we are on the turf of Babylon in Iraq. We cannot defeat this spirit in Iraq with flesh and blood. We have a stale mate now because we are being slapped around by the spirit of Babylon in Iraq.

\(^9\) Taken from www.glory-of-zion.org/pna.htm (Dutch Sheets).
There is the cataclysmic war in the heavens now because this spirit trying intensely to hold it's ground not only in Iraq but also in America. Baal was also the god of fertility, war, provision, wealth, the sun, rain, crops and vegetation in general.

Remember GOD told Elijah to decree a three and a half year drought to indicate that their god, Baal, was inactivated. Only repentance would break the famine that was in the land because of Baal worship.

Baal was also working together with Asherah, mother of Baal, and god of passion and the sea. They are probably responsible for much of the poverty, perversion, cutting, mutilation and violence that is increasing now.

*Jeremiah 51:44 says* "I will punish Baal and Babylon and make what he has swallowed come out of his mouth."

Before we can partner together in prayer to make him give up what he has eaten up or devoured, this god of wealth that we have worshipped, we must repent of the perversion, greed and pride that we have allowed this spirit to manifest. We have been married to Baal and Jezebel, rebelling against God. We have not seen the great transfer of wealth because we have given this spirit access to hold wealth back.

According to Dutch Sheets, The Word of the Lord for 2007 is that we have come to a point where we can choose to break the back of Jezebel and Baal over our country and make them give up what they have consumed. Jeremiah 19:5 said they had offered their children as a sacrifice to Baal and Moloch and we have given this spirit access to our seed, to abort our babies, to sacrifice our children for materialism.

To breakdown Jezebel and Baal will enable us to take our kids back, not just our wealth. We need to set up corporate prayer meetings to pray in unity against Baal (cutting, mutilation, eating disorders, perversion, male prostitution and other harlotries.) When this spirit is weakened, you will see these manifestations weaken as well.

Our poverty and health problems will finally motivate us to come against Baal and Jezebel. We will begin to walk in the miracle anointing to believe GOD for supernatural provision, healing, creative miracles and restoration.

As we come together in the power of agreement to deal with this Jezebel and Baal spirit, GOD will begin to move in the opposite spirit, will redeem the time and cause us to catch up.

While Baal claimed to be the god of fertility, it is actually the spirit behind lack, robbing, stealing and destruction. As the east coast and west coast prophetic intercessors unite to come against Baal and Jezebel, we can overcome their strongholds.
These spirits have warred against the Word of the Lord and have also raised up false prophets. They war against the purposes of GOD by warring against the Words given by true prophets.

Prophets have discerned demonic spirits but most of the Body of Christ has been so resistant to the prophets that they have lost their own discernment and have been blinded. They have literally chosen to shut down the power of the prophetic anointing to protect them.

As we listen to the prophets and the Word of the Lord for 2007, we will be able to decree the Word of the Lord and win. The release of wealth will be transferred to Kingdom people.

As we win Muslims to Christ, they will give their wealth to the Kingdom of GOD instead of the stronghold of Baal. Actually, most of the transfer of wealth back into the hands of the righteous may come from the Middle East.

Our visions will become visible, our creativity will increase, and provision to accomplish the purposes of GOD will be enabled by millions of dollars coming back into the Kingdom of GOD.

The war in the Middle East is a prophetic sign of what GOD is doing in the Spirit as we war with Babylon. GOD overthrows the spirit of Baal (Jeremiah 51:44) and make it regurgitate what it has stolen from us. We will see our children come back to Christ.

In Exodus 7:12, Aaron's rods swallowed up their rods and GOD's Authority will swallow up Baal and devour him. 2 Samuel 5, GOD said He is the master of breakthrough, "Baal Perizim ... I am GOD over Baal."

Gideon won a battle with only three hundred men after he tore down the altar of Baal and the Asherah pole that was built in Gideon's backyard by Gideon's father.

He had been raised up by a Baal worshipper. Gideon's house had been under the rule of Baal Judges 6:25-26 and GOD required him to build an altar to Jehovah GOD.

Then GOD said to use the wood that had belonged to Baal and Asherah was to be used to burn a sacrifice to GOD. That which was used to cause your destruction will now be used for your deliverance. GOD said to take a seven year old bull (seven the number of covenant) and divorce Baal and marry Me.

Instead of our kids being the sacrifice, as we covenant with GOD, Baal becomes the sacrifice.
The Sacrament of Reconciliation: A Short History

- **New Testament times.**

Jesus healed the sick to show He can forgive sins: Matthew 9:1-8. He gave the leaders of the Church the same task: John 20:22.

The New Testament describes the Church as a community formed by the Spirit. Its task is to live, celebrate and proclaim the healing and forgiving love of God.

Baptism was understood to be the main sacrament of forgiveness. At Baptism we turn from sin to Christ. Confession was there but, as we now know it, it developed later.

- **From the Third Century.**

Adults wishing to be baptized had to spend up to two years preparing for it and were called Catechumens. The general view at the time was that no one would dream of sinning again once they had accepted Christ so Confession was not stressed. A penitent had to go to the bishop, ask to join the rank of penitents and then live a public penitential way of life, e.g. a man lived apart from his wife, gave up public office, begged for his food, etc. Once a year, on Holy Thursday, the Bishop conducted a special service to welcome penitents back into the community. This penance and absolution could be done only once in one's lifetime. Many priests advised people to leave it until near their deathbed! One went to the Bishop only for grave, public sin.

- **The Sixth Century.**

Changes now began in Ireland. In other places the church developed round the bishop. In Ireland it was centered on the monasteries and their abbots. The monks went to confession to their abbot much as we do to the priest now. It was concerned with private sin; the penance was private and the reconciliation too. The local people were keen to do the same as the monks so the private form of the Sacrament grew.

To make sure it was fair the clergy developed a book with fixed penances for each sin. Over the next 200 years this form of Confession spread rapidly. The priest's job was to give the right penance - welcoming the sinner back into the community was no longer stressed. Doing “penance” now came to be seen as holy, the real sign of a Christian. In Rome and elsewhere the more traditional pattern continued.
• The Ninth Century.

An uneasy compromise slowly developed – public sin needed public confession and reconciliation while private sin required private confession, penance and absolution. With time the private form of the sacrament came to be used for all kinds of sin and the stress was on confessing sin rather than celebrating reconciliation or doing penance.

• The Twelfth Century.

Penance had been seen as one’s ‘punishment’ for sin - this had been greatly reduced. Now even 'spiritual' punishment could be removed - purgatory could be avoided by gaining an indulgence. Confession had by now taken on the form we know. The good Christian was now one who went to Confession OFTEN - the good Christian of apostolic times NEVER went.

• The Council of Trent (1545-1563).

The Council did much to reform the Church life and Liturgy. The confessional box was introduced into northern Italy to protect the clergy from scandal as ladies sought long counseling and confession sessions. Men, as often happens today in that part of the world, went in a quiet corner of the church. The 'box' made confession even more anonymous and individualistic. Only now are we moving away from it.

• The Twentieth Century.

The second Vatican Council of the 1960's set about revising the way all the sacraments were to be celebrated. The last to be reformed was confession. We now have three ways of celebrating the sacrament:

1. Individual confession, but with a Bible reading and some time for counseling. Together the priest and penitent work out the penance. It should be face to face but you may choose the box. It is not to be rushed so it is not for when there are big crowds.

2. Community Preparation then individual Confession: the whole of confession is private but with a communal preparation, like the beginning of Mass, the Liturgy of the Word.

3. General Absolution: there is a communal service, no individual confession but a communal sign of sorrow as we have at Mass. The priest then gives absolution to all. There are restrictions on when this form can be used.
The Vatican 2 reforms are to stress reconciliation over confession. Reconciliation is with the Church as well as with God so sorrow and forgiveness still need to be expressed in word and sign. The reforms also emphasize the reality of sin and of God’s mercy.

**The Rite of Confirmation**

- **Imposition of hands.**

The bishop, with his hands raised over the candidates, says: **ALMIGHTY GOD, FATHER OF OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST, YOU HAVE GIVEN NEW LIFE TO THESE CHILDREN OF YOURS BY WATER AND THE HOLY SPIRIT, FREEING THEM FROM THEIR SINS. NOW, O LORD, SEND DOWN UPON THEM THE HOLY SPIRIT, THE COMFORTER; GIVE THEM: THE SPIRIT OF WISDOM AND UNDERSTANDING, THE SPIRIT OF COUNSEL AND FORTITUDE, THE SPIRIT OF KNOWLEDGE AND DEVOTION AND FILL THEM WITH THE SPIRIT OF FEAR OF YOURSELF.**

- **Anointing with Chrism.**

The bishop dips his thumb in the Chrism oil and then traces the sign of the cross on the forehead of the one being confirmed, saying, __________________ (the name you give on the Confirmation Form), RECEIVE THE SEAL OF THE GIFT OF THE HOLY SPIRIT. The candidate replies: AMEN.

- **The sign of peace.**

Immediately after your anointing with Chrism, the bishop offers you the sign of peace ...

  BISHOP:  PEACE BE WITH YOU.
  YOU:  AND ALSO WITH YOU.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Dogma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CE 300</td>
<td>“Baptism” by immersion changed to affusion (sprinkle).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE 300</td>
<td>Prayers for the dead. (Against Deut. 18 &amp; Yesha Yahu 8).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE 310</td>
<td>Making the &quot;sign&quot; of the CROSS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE 325</td>
<td>Anathema (death) decreed to anyone who adds or changes the creed of faith of Nice. (See years 1586 &amp; 1560).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE 375</td>
<td>Veneration of angels and dead saints.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE 394</td>
<td><strong>The Sacrament of the Mass</strong>&lt;br&gt;Missal Recitata, Low Mass, priest + 1&lt;br&gt;Missal Cantata, Sung Mass, priest + 1&lt;br&gt;Missal Solemn is, High Mass, priest + 2&lt;br&gt;Missal Poritificalis, Bishop + priest+?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE 431</td>
<td>The worship of Miryam (Mary).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE 431</td>
<td>Miryam &quot;Queen of Heaven&quot; (against Yerme Yahu 7:18, 44:17, 44:25).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE 431</td>
<td>Miryam &quot;ever virgin&quot; (against Matt. 1:25, Mark. C3, Yn. 224).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE 431</td>
<td>Miryam &quot;Mediatrix&quot; (against 1 Tim. 2:5, Matt. 11:28, Eccl. 9:6). Priest craft began to dress in &quot;priestly garb&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE 526</td>
<td>Sacrament of &quot;Extreme Unction&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE 593</td>
<td>Doctrine of &quot;Purgatory&quot; by Gregory (against John 5:24, I John 1:79, 2:1,2, Romans 8:1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE 600</td>
<td>Latin language only language permitted for prayer (against 1 Cor. 14:9).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE 709</td>
<td>Kissing the feet of pope is ordered (against Acts 10:25,26, Rev. 19:10).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE 750</td>
<td>Temporal Power of pope declared (against Matt. 4:8,9, 20:25,26, John 18:38).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

10 Dogma taken from Catholic Encyclopedia.
CE 754 Council of Constantinople ordered removal of all images and abolition of image worship.

CE 785 Miryam "coredemptorist" (against Acts 4:12, Ps. 14:7, Israelites/Hebrews 7:25).

CE 788 Miryam "worship" (against Romans 1:25, Yesha Yah u 42:8, John 7:10).

CE 788 Worship of cross, relays, and images reauthorized (against Exod.20A; Deut. 27:15, Ps. 115).

CE 850 Fabrication and use of "holy water".

CE 890 Veneration of St. Joseph, husband of Miryam.

CE 965 Baptism of the bells ceremony of actually 'baptizing" bells to ward off demons and to call the elect to vespers when blessed bells are rung.

CE 995 Canonization of dead saints (against Romans 1:7, 1 Cor. 12).

CE 998 Fasting on "Fridays' & during "Lent" (against Matt. 15:11, 1 Cor. 10:25, 1 Tim. 4:18).

CE 1079 Celibacy of priesthood/priest craft declared (married priests ordered to cast oft wives, against 1 Tim. 3:25, 3:12; Matt. 8:14,15).

CE 1090 Institution of rosary prayer beads, or "chaplet" (against Matt. 6:7, Deut. 18, Yesha Yahu 8 also, Buddhism, Shinto, and Islam practice prayer bead counting).

CE 1190 Sale of indulgences (against Eph. 2:610). For those of you who don't know, this was a practice of people actually paying the clergy money to have punishment time taken oft from burning in "Purgatory" after their death. They probably weren't swimming in their own gene pool to be swindled so easily, but they were just kept uneducated.

CE 1215 Dogma of "transsubstantiation" declared (against Luke 22:19,20, Mark 13:21, John 6:35, Mt. 24:2328, 1 Cor. 11:26 ~ this was truly a case of the idiot looking at the finger!).

CE 1215 Confession of sins to priest ordered (against Ps. 51:110, Luke 7:48 & 15:21, 1 John 1:8,9).

CE 1220 Adoration of the wafer "host" (matzah adoration! Against John 4:24).

CE 1229 Scriptures forbidden to "laymen" (against John 5:39, 8:31, 2 Tim. 3:1517).

CE 1265 Miryam's house moved by angel to Loren to Italy.
CE 1287 Scapular protection decreed (brown cloth talisman with picture of virgin packed with tea leaves proclaimed to contain supernatural powers or 'virtues' to protect wearer.

CE 1414 "Chalice" forbidden to laity at "communion" (a radical distortion of the Passover Seder, the annual remembrance of Jesus' death).

CE 1439 Dogma of seven sacraments (against Matt. 28:19,20, & 26:2628).


CE 1508 Miryam 'Mother of GOD' (against Matt. 12:4650, Mark. 8:1921, Acts 1:14).

CE 1545 Church tradition equal to Scripture (against Matt. 15:6, Mark. 7:713, Col. 2:8 ~ also adds all of above and many other dogma to Council of Nice!).

CE 1560 Creed of pope Pius IV decreed (against Gal. 1:13).

CE 1580 Pope declared to be "LORD GOD".

CE 1593 "Ave Maria" adopted.

CE 1710 Stuffed donkey in Verona, Italy, at Church of the Madonna of the Organs, decreed to be the actual animal Rabbi Yahushual Yahusha ha Mashiach entered Yerushallyim on.

CE 1854 Immaculate Conception of Virgin Miryam (against Romans 3:23, & 5:12, Ps. 51:5, Yerme Yahu 17:9).


CE 1870 Papal infallibility decreed (against 2 Thess. 2:212, Rev. 17:19, 13:58,18).

CE 1907 All sciences condemned.

CE 1922 Pope declared to be "Jesus Christ".

CE 1930 All public schools condemned.

CE 1950 Declaration of the bodily assumption of the Virgin Miryam into Heaven.
Information on the extreme oath of the Jesuits ...
When a Jesuit\textsuperscript{11} of the minor rank is to be elevated to command, he is conducted into the Chapel of the Convent of the Order, where there are only three others present, the Principal or Superior standing in front of the altar. On either side stands a monk, one of whom holds a banner of yellow and white, which are the Papal colours, and the other a black banner with a dagger and red cross above a skull and crossbones, with the word INRI, and below them the words IUSTUM, NECAR, REGES, IMPIOUS.

The meaning of which is ... It is just to exterminate or annihilate impious or heretical Kings, Governments, or Rulers. Upon the floor is a red cross at which the postulant or candidate kneels. The Superior hands him a small black crucifix, which he takes in his left hand and presses to his heart, and the Superior at the same time presents to him a dagger, which he grasps by the blade and holds the point against his heart, the Superior still holding it by the hilt, and thus addresses the postulant.

**Superior.** My son, heretofore you have been taught to act the dissembler: among Roman Catholics to be a Roman Catholic, and to be a spy even among your own brethren; to believe no man, to trust no man. Among the Reformers, to be a reformer; among the Huguenots, to be a Huguenot; among the Calvinists, to be a Calvinist; among other Protestants, generally to be a Protestant, and obtaining their confidence, to seek even to preach from their pulpits, and to denounce with all the vehemence in your nature our Holy Religion and the Pope; and even to descend so low as to become a Jew among Jews, that you might be enabled to gather together all information for the benefit of your Order as a faithful soldier of the Pope.

You have been taught to insidiously plant the seeds of jealousy and hatred between communities, provinces, states that were at peace, and incite them to deeds of blood, involving them in war with each other, and to create revolutions and civil wars in countries that were independent and prosperous, cultivating the arts and the sciences and enjoying the blessings of peace. To take sides with the combatants and to act secretly with your brother Jesuit, who might be engaged on the other side, but openly oppose to that with which you might be connected, only that the Church might be the gainer in the end, in the conditions fixed in the treaties for peace and that the end justifies the means.

You have been taught your duty as a spy, to gather all statistics, facts and information in your power from every source; to ingratiate yourself into the confidence of the family circle of Protestants and heretics of every class and character, as well as that of the merchant, the banker, the lawyer, among the schools and universities, in parliaments and legislatures, and the judiciaries and councils of state, and to be all things to all men, for the Pope's sake, whose servants we are unto death.

\textsuperscript{11} Taken from [http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/jesuits.htm](http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/jesuits.htm)
You have received all your instructions heretofore as a novice, a neophyte, and have served as co-adjurer, confessor and priest, but you have not yet been invested with all that is necessary to command in the Army of Loyola in the service of the Pope. You must serve the proper time as the instrument and executioner as directed by your superiors; for none can command here who has not consecrated his labours with the blood of the heretic; for "without the shedding of blood no man can be saved." Therefore, to fit yourself for your work and make your own salvation sure, you will, in addition to your former oath of obedience to your order and allegiance to the Pope, repeat after me ...

Postulant. "I, ______ now, in the presence of Almighty God, the Blessed Virgin Mary, the blessed Michael the Archangel, the blessed St. John the Baptist, the holy Apostles St. Peter and St. Paul and all the saints and sacred hosts of heaven, and to you, my ghostly father, the Superior General of the Society of Jesus, founded by St. Ignatius Loyola in the Pontificate of Paul the Third, and continued to the present, do, by the womb of the virgin, the matrix of God, and the rod of Jesus Christ, declare and swear, that his holiness the Pope is Christ's Vice-regent and is the true and only head of the Catholic or Universal Church throughout the earth; and that by virtue of the keys of binding and loosing, given to his Holiness by my Savior, Jesus Christ, he hath power to depose heretical kings, princes, states, commonwealths and governments, all being illegal without his sacred confirmation and that they may safely be destroyed.

Therefore, to the utmost of my power I shall and will defend this doctrine of his Holiness' right and custom against all usurpers of the heretical or Protestant authority whatever, especially the Lutheran of Germany, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, and the now pretended authority and churches of England and Scotland, and branches of the same now established in Ireland and on the Continent of America and elsewhere; and all adherents in regard that they be usurped and heretical, opposing the sacred Mother Church of Rome. I do now renounce and disown any allegiance as due to any heretical king, prince or state named Protestants or Liberals, or obedience to any of the laws, magistrates or officers.

I do further declare that the doctrine of the churches of England and Scotland, of the Calvinists, Huguenots and others of the name Protestants or Liberals to be damnable and they themselves damned who will not forsake the same.

I do further declare, that I will help, assist, and advise all or any of his Holiness’ agents in any place wherever I shall be, in Switzerland, Germany, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, England, Ireland or America, or in any other Kingdom or territory I shall come to, and do my uttermost to extirpate the heretical Protestants or Liberals' doctrines and to destroy all their pretended powers, regal or otherwise.
I do further promise and declare, that notwithstanding I am dispensed with, to assume my religion heretical, for the propaganda of the Mother Church's interest, to keep secret and private all her agents' counsels from time to time, as they may entrust me and not to divulge, directly or indirectly, by word, writing or circumstance whatever; but to execute all that shall be proposed, given in charge or discovered unto me, by you, my ghostly father, or any of this sacred covenant.

I do further promise and declare, that I will have no opinion or will of my own, or any mental reservation whatever, even as a corpse or cadaver (perinde ac cadaver), but will unhesitatingly obey each and every command that I may receive from my superiors in the Militia of the Pope and of Jesus Christ. That I may go to any part of the world whither soever I may be sent, to the frozen regions of the North, the burning sands of the desert of Africa, or the jungles of India, to the centres of civilization of Europe, or to the wild haunts of the barbarous savages of America, without murmuring or repining, and will be submissive in all things whatsoever communicated to me.

I furthermore promise and declare that I will, when opportunity present, make and wage relentless war, secretly or openly, against all heretics, Protestants and Liberals, as I am directed to do, to extirpate and exterminate them from the face of the whole earth; and that I will spare neither age, sex or condition; and that I will hang, waste, boil, flay, strangulate and bury alive these infamous heretics, rip up the stomachs and wombs of their women and crush their infants' heads against the walls, in order to annihilate forever their execrable race. That when the same cannot be done openly, I will secretly use the poisoned cup, the strangulating cord, the steel of the poniard or the leaden bullet, regardless of the honour, rank, dignity, or authority of the person or persons, whatever may be their condition in life, either public or private, as I at any time may be directed so to do by any agent of the Pope or Superior of the Brotherhood of the Holy Faith, of the Society of Jesus.

In confirmation of which, I hereby dedicate my life, my soul and all my corporal powers, and with this dagger which I now receive, I will subscribe my name written in my own blood, in testimony thereof; and should I prove false or weaken in my determination, may my brethren and fellow soldiers of the Militia of the Pope cut off my hands and my feet, and my throat from ear to ear, my belly opened and sulphur burned therein, with all the punishment that can be inflicted upon me on earth and my soul be tortured by demons in an eternal hell forever!

All of which, I, __________, do swear by the Blessed Trinity and blessed Sacraments, which I am now to receive, to perform and on my part to keep inviolable; and do call all the heavenly and glorious host of heaven to witness the blessed Sacrament of the Eucharist, and witness the same further with my name written and with the point of this dagger dipped in my own blood and sealed in the face of this holy covenant."
(He receives the wafer from the Superior and writes his name with the point of his dagger dipped in his own blood taken from over his heart.)

Superior. You will now rise to your feet and I will instruct you in the Catechism necessary to make yourself known to any member of the Society of Jesus belonging to this rank. In the first place, you, as a Brother Jesuit, will with another mutually make the ordinary sign of the cross as any ordinary Roman Catholic would; then one cross his wrists, the palms of his hands open, and the other in answer crosses his feet, one above the other; the first points with forefinger of the right hand to the centre of the palm of the left, the other with the forefinger of the left hand points to the centre of the palm of the right; the first then with his right hand makes a circle around his head, touching it; the other then with the forefinger of his left hand touches the left side of his body just below his heart; the first then with his right hand draws it across the throat of the other, and the latter then with a dagger down the stomach and abdomen of the first.

The first then says Iustum; and the other answers Necar; the first Reges. The other answers Impious." (The meaning of which has already been explained.) “The first will then present a small piece of paper folded in a peculiar manner, four times, which the other will cut longitudinally and on opening the name Jesu will be found written upon the head and arms of a cross three times. You will then give and receive with him the following questions and answers:

- **(Question) From whither do you come?**
  - **(Answer) The Holy faith.**

- **Whom do you serve?**
  - The Holy Father at Rome, the Pope, and the Roman Catholic Church Universal throughout the world.

- **Who commands you?**
  - The Successor of St. Ignatius Loyola, the founder of the Society of Jesus or the Soldiers of Jesus Christ.

- **Who received you?**
  - A venerable man in white hair.

- **How?**
  - With a naked dagger, I kneeling upon the cross beneath the banners of the Pope and of our sacred order.

- **Did you take an oath?**
  - I did, to destroy heretics and their governments and rulers, and to spare neither age, sex nor condition. To be as a corpse without any opinion or will of my own, but to implicitly obey my Superiors in all things without hesitation of murmuring.

- **Will you do that?**
  - I will.
• How do you travel?
  • In the bark of Peter the fisherman.

• Whither do you travel?
  • To the four quarters of the globe.

• For what purpose?
  • To obey the orders of my general and Superiors and execute the will of the Pope and faithfully fulfill the conditions of my oaths.

The oath\textsuperscript{12} of the Knights of Columbus, Knights of Malta, and Rhodes Scholars is based upon the oath of the Jesuits

"I, ..........., now in the presence of Almighty God, the blessed Virgin Mary, the blessed St. John the Baptist, the Holy Apostles, St. Peter and St. Paul, and all the saints, sacred host of heaven, and to you, my Ghostly Father, the superior general of the Society of Jesus rounded by St. Ignatius Loyola, in the pontification of Paul the III and continued to the present, do by the womb at the Virgin, the matrix of God, and the rod of Jesus Christ, declare and swear that His Holiness the Pope, is Christ's vice regent and is the true and only head of the Catholic or Universal Church throughout the earth; and that by virtue of the keys of binding and loosing given His Holiness by my Savior, Jesus Christ, he hath power to depose heretical kings, princes, States, Commonwealths, and Governments and they may be safely destroyed.

Therefore to the utmost of ray power I will defend this doctrine and His Holiness's right and custom against all usurpers of the heretical or Protestant authority whatever, especially the Lutheran Church of Germany, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, and Norway and the now pretended authority and Churches of England and Scotland, and the branches of same now established in Ireland and on the Continent of America and elsewhere, and all adherents in regard that they may be usurped and heretical, opposing the sacred Mother Church of Rome."

"I do now denounce and disown any allegiance as due to any heretical king, prince, or State, named Protestant or Liberals, or obedience to any of their laws, magistrates, or officers."

"I do further declare that the doctrine of the Churches of England and Scotland, of the Calvinists, Huguenots, and others of the name of Protestants or Masons to be damnable, and they themselves to be damned who will not forsake the same."

\textsuperscript{12} This is an extract of the Congressional Record of the House of Representatives dated February 15, 1913, where the oath is entered as purported to be of the Knights of Columbus.
"I do further declare that I will help assist, and advise all or any of His Holiness's agents, in any place where I should be, in Switzerland, Germany, Holland, Ireland, or America, or in any other kingdom or territory I shall come to and do my utmost to extirpate the heretical Protestant or Masonic doctrines and to destroy all their pretended powers, legal or otherwise."

"I do further promise and declare that, notwithstanding I am dispensed with to assume any religion heretical for the propagation of the Mother Church's interest to keep secret and private all her agents' counsels from time to time, as they intrust me and not divulge, directly or indirectly, by word, writing, or circumstances whatever but to execute all that should be proposed, given in charge or discovered unto me by you my Ghostly Father, or any of this sacred order."

"I do further promise and declare that I will have no opinion or will of my own or any mental reservation whatsoever, even as a corpse or cadaver (perinde ac cadaver), but will unhesitatingly obey each and every command that I may receive from my superiors in the militia of the Pope and of Jesus Christ."

"That I will go to any part of the world whithersoever I may be sent, to the frozen regions north, jungles of India, to the centers of civilization of Europe, or to the wild haunts of the barbarous savages of America without murmuring or repining, and will be submissive in all things whatsoever is communicated to me."

"I do further promise and declare that I will, when opportunity presents, make and wage relentless war, secretly and openly against all heretics, Protestants and Masons, as I am directed to do to extirpate them from the face of the whole earth; and that I will spare neither age, sex, or condition, and that will hang, bum, waste, boil, flay, strangle, and bury alive these infamous heretics; rip up the stomachs and wombs of their women, and crush their infants' heads against the wails in order to annihilate their execrable race."

"That when the same can not be done openly, I will secretly use the poisonous cup, the strangulation cord, the steel of the poniard, or the leaden bullet, regardless of the honor, rank, dignity, or authority of the persons, whatever may be their condition in life, either public or private, as I at any time may be directed so to do by any agents of the Pope or superior of the Brotherhood of the Holy Father of the Society of Jesus."

"In confirmation of which I hereby dedicate my life, soul, and all corporal powers, and with the dagger which I now receive I will subscribe my name written in my blood in testimony thereof; and should I prove false or weaken in my determination, may my brethren and fellow soldiers of the militia of the Pope cut off my hands and feet and my throat from ear to ear, my belly opened and sulphur burned therein with all the punishment that can be inflicted upon me on earth and my soul shall be tortured by demons in eternal hell forever."
"That I will in voting always vote for K. of C, in preference to a Protestant, especially a Mason, and that I will leave my party so to do; that if two Catholics are on the ticket I will satisfy myself which is the better supporter of Mother Church and vote accordingly."

"That I will not deal with or employ a Protestant if in my power to deal with or employ a Catholic. That I will place Catholic girls in Protestant families that a weekly report may be made of the inner movements of the heretics."

"That I will provide myself with arms and ammunition that I may be in readiness when the word is passed, or I am commanded to defend the church either as an individual or with the militia of the Pope."

"All of which I, _____________ , do swear by the blessed Trinity and blessed sacrament which I am now to receive to perform and on part to keep this, my oath."

"In testimony hereof, I take this most holy and blessed Sacrament of the Eucharist and witness the same further with my name written with the point of this dagger dipped in my own blood and seal in the face of this holy sacrament."

The oath administered to the Illuminati is based upon the oath of the Jesuits

Before the Oath is administered it is said -- a sword is pointed at the breast:

"Shouldst thou become a traitor or perjurer, let this sword remind thee of each and all the members in arms against thee. Do not hope to find safety: whithersoever thou mayest fly, shame and remorse as well as the vengeance of thine unknown brothers will torture and pursue thee."

Then in the Oath which follows he swears:

"... Eternal silence, and faithfulness and everlasting obedience to all superiors and regulations of the Order. I also renounce my own personal views and opinions as well as all control of my powers and capacities."

"I promise also to consider the well-being of the Order as my own, and I am ready, as long as I am a member, to serve it with my goods, my honour, and my life ... If I act against the rules and well-being of the Society, I will submit myself to the penalties to which my superiors may condemn me ..."
"In the name of the son crucified (i.e. the Pentagram, the illuminised man), swear to break the bonds which still bind you to your father, mother, brothers, sisters, wife, relatives, friends, mistresses, kings, chiefs, benefactors, and all persons to whomsoever you may have promised faith, obedience, and service. Name and curse the place where you were born, so that you may dwell in another sphere, to which you will attain only after having renounced this pestilential globe, vile refuse of the heavens!"

"From this moment you are free from the so-called oath to country and laws: swear to reveal to the new chief, recognised by you, what you may have seen or done, intercepted, read or heard, learned or surmised, and also seek for and spy out what your eyes cannot discern. Honour and respect the Aqua Tofana (meaning, an imperceptably slow poison) as a sure, prompt, and necessary means of purging the globe by death of those who seek to vilify the truth and seize it from our hands."

"Fly from Spain, Naples, and all accursed land; finally fly from the temptation to reveal what you may hear, for the thunder is no prompter that the knife, which awaits you in whatsoever place you may be. Live in the name of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. (The Trinity of Illuminism -- Cabalistic and Gnostic. The Father -- the generating fire; the Holy Spirit -- the Great Mother Nature, reproducing all things; the Son -- the manifestation, the vital fluid, the astral light of Illuminism)."

**Additional information.**

Unknown to the members of these various secret societies seeking "Illumination" and "deification," their masters are the Cabalistic Jew, the originator of Gnostic mysticism.

"The three forms of initiation -- individual, group, or universal -- all lead to conscious or unconscious control by a central power, who in some mysterious way makes its influence felt; often clairvoyantly and clairaudiently seen and heard, but never physically present or visible. the system in all three is the same -- cabalistic.

Secretly here and there individuals are prepared; these again form groups or centres from which influences spread until they form a network covering the entire world. Like rays from a hidden sun these groups are apparently divergent and detached, but in reality all issue from the same central body.

The system is seen to be an insidious and secret dissemination of ideas, orienting and breaking down all barriers of family, religion, morality, nationality, and all self-initiative thought, always under the cloak of a new and more modern religion, new thought, new morality, a new heaven and a new earth; until it evolves a gigantic robot merely answering to the will and commands of a secret Master Mind."
They dream they are free, original, self-determining individuals; they are but the negative moon reflecting and reproducing the light from the same hidden and cabalistic Sun. It is called regeneration by the Illuminati; it is in truth individual death and disintegration, followed by a resurrection as negative "light-bearers" of this cabalistic dark Sun whose Luciferian "Grand Plan" is world domination." (Anonymous, Light-bearers of Darkness, The Christian Book Club of America, p105).

The Jewish Encyclopaedia points out that Gnosticism "was Jewish in character long before it became Christian," and quotes the opinion, "a movement closely connected with Jewish mysticism." The Freemason Ragon says: "The Cabala is the key of the occult sciences. The Gnostics were born of the Cabalists."

Rabbi Benamozegh says, "Those who will take the trouble to examine with care the connection between Judaism and philosophic Freemasonry, theosophy, and the mysteries in general ... will cease to smile in pity at the suggestion that Cabalistic theology may have a role to play in the religious transformations of the future ... It contains the key to the modern religious problem" (Anonymous, Light-bearers of Darkness, The Christian Book Club of America, p11).

"Chaldean thought acted powerfully upon orthodox Judaism and determined the growth of a sect in its midst which was to transform Israel ... This sect was that of the Pharisees ... What they borrowed (from the Chaldeans) in fact ... was the essence of the Pantheistic doctrine ... It was then that was formed from these borrowings that Kabalah of the Pharisees which was for long transmitted orally from Master to disciple, and was, 800 years later, to inspire the compilation of the Talmud, and found its completest expression in the Sepher ha Zohar ... This religion of the 'Deified Man,' with which they were impregnated in Babylon, was only conceived as benefiting the Jew, superior and predestinated being ..." (M. Flavien Bernier, Les Juifs et le Talmud, 1913).

The Jewish writer Bernard Lazare said, "It is certain that there were Jews even at the cradle of Freemasonry ... Cabalistic Jews, as it is proved by certain existing rites ... The Jew is also a builder: proud, ambitious, domineering, he tries to draw everything to himself. He is not satisfied with de-Christianising, he Judaises; he destroys the Catholic or Protestant faith, he provokes indifference, but he imposes his idea of the world, of morals, and of life upon whose faith he ruins; he works at his age-old task -- the annihilation of the religion of Christ!"

Mrs. Nesta Webster in Secret Societies and Subversive Movements, writes:

"The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion have been marvellously correct as prophecy, foreshadowing all of this in a remarkable way, whatever their first origin, before Maurice Joly used part of them in 1864."
"Dr. Ranking, who has devoted many years of study to the question ... in a very interesting paper published in the masonic journal, Ars Quatuor Coronatorum, observes: 'That from the very commencement of Christianity there has been transmitted through the centuries a body of doctrine incompatible with Christianity in the various official Churches. That the bodies teaching these doctrines profess to do so on the authority of St. John, to whom, as they claimed, the true secrets had been committed by the Founder of Christianity, that during the Middle Ages, the main support of the Gnostic bodies and the main repository of this knowledge (Johannism) was the Society of the Templars.' And he further said, 'The record of the Templars in Palestine is one long tale of intrigue and treachery on the part of the Order'."

In his History of Magic, Eliphas Levi informs us:

"The Templars had two doctrines: one was concealed and reserved to the leaders, being that of Johannism; the other was public, being Roman Catholic doctrine ... The Johannism of the adepts was the Kabalah of the Gnostics, but it degenerated speedily into a mystic pantheism carried even to idolatry of Nature and hatred of all revealed dogma. . . They fostered the regrets of every fallen worship and the hopes of every new cultus, promising to all liberty of conscience and a new orthodoxy which should be the synthesis of all persecuted beliefs. They went even so far as to recognise the pantheistic symbolism of the grand masters of Black Magic ... they rendered divine honours to the monstrous idol Baphomet."

The mystic afflictions under the Pyramids of Egypt, the esoteric sect of Pythagoras, the astrologers or mathematicians of Rome in the time of Domitian, the House of Wisdom in Cairo, the Ismailis or Assassins, Companions of the Old Man of the Mountain, the Templars, the Rose-Croix (Rosicrucians), the Carbonari, the Jesuits, Freemasons, B’nai B’rith, Knights of Columbus, the Soufrants, the Chercheurs, Lodges of St. John, of Melchisedek, Royal Priests, Masters of the Wise, the Asiatic Brethren ... all appear to form an uninterrupted chain of these superior affiliations ... under the name of the Illuminati, under the Directing Power of the Invisibles -- Earthly beings -- Masters working on the Astral, whose self-appointed role was to be the arbiters and Masters of the World.
The Jesuits are involved with Freemasonry ...
Off-shoots of Freemasonry ...

There are numerous off-shoots of Freemasonry. If your family has had involvement with any of the following, it is important that you renounce that involvement and any spiritual bondage that has come with it. For additional guidelines on breaking the generational curses brought on through involvement in Freemasonry, see our “Journey2Freedom” series (particularly manuals five and six).

The list includes:

- MEN:
  - The Shriners,
  - Independent Order of Rechabites,
  - Independent Order of Oddfellows,
  - Ancient Order of Foresters,
  - Independent Order of Foresters,
  - The Orange Lodge (Ireland), the DRUIDS,
  - The Buffalo Lodge,
  - Loyal Order of Moose,
  - Benevolent Protective Order of the ELKS,
  - Fraternal Order of Eagles,
  - Knights of Columbus,
  - Knights of Pythias,
  - Order of Red Men,
  - Royal Arch Mariners,
  - Grotto,
  - Tall Cedars of Lebanon,
  - Order of the Golden Chain,
  - Order of the Golden Key,
  - Woodsmen of the World,
  - The Mystic Order of the Veiled Prophets of the Enchanted Realm,
  - Acacia Fraternity,
  - The Knights of the Red Cross of Constantine,
  - Royal Order of Jesters,
  - Order Templi Orientis.
• **WOMEN:**
  - The Order of Eastern Star,
  - Order of Amaranth,
  - White Shrine of Jerusalem,
  - The Daughters of Mokanna,
  - Daughters of the Nile and White Shrine,
  - Order of Golden Dawn.

• **YOUTH:**
  - The Order of Demolay,
  - The Order of Builders,
  - The Daughters of Job.

**Baden Powell's Scouts**

Even the Souts and Girl Guides have their roots in Lord Baden Powells's Freemasonry. He was a prominent member of the Lodge of the Grand Orient. There is a Baden Powell Lodge.

Most Scouts and Guides are required to repeat a pledge on entrance to the movement. The Bible says we are not to swear at all. Yes, the principles of these movements have many positive attributes but there are some aspects that need to be repented of. The Three finger salute is a recognized witchcraft symbol. This is used in the scouts.

**The Order of the Easter Star**

The Order of the Eastern Star is for wives, daughters and female relatives of Master Masons. The Eastern Star is an inverted five-pointed star also known as a pentagram. It is a very powerful magical device used in witchcraft and satanism. This order was created by Dr. Rob Morris, a leading Mason, who was known as a "Masterbuilder" of the Order.

Every ritual and oath of the Order of Eastern Star is based upon the oaths and rituals of Freemasonry. It is a Masonic order.

The oaths and rituals of the Order bind the lady to the Masonic brotherhood: "Whatever benefits are due from Masons to wives, daughters … reciprocal duties are due from them to Masons."

Members of the Order of Eastern Star take oaths of silence and secrecy … "By it you bind yourself to the most solemn secrecy respecting the work of the Order, and to that performance."
Whilst kneeling with a Bible in her hands, the candidate takes her oaths in front of a Masonic altar. Theses oaths, the Order teaches, can never be revoked. The Oath of the Order is voluntarily assumed" ... perpetual tribulation from the force of which there is no release.

If someone has been in Eastern Star it would be wise to not only to speak these renouncements, but those also in the book above for all masons. The mind bower on this is that actually vow these things and believe them!

The **LIES** of **FREEMASONRY**

Renounce the devilish Masonic lie that "the Bible is only a symbol of the will of God and not to be literally obeyed".

RENOUNCE the lie that "the Bible is only a part of the revelation of God". RENOUNCE the acceptability of revering other "books of faith".

RENOUNCE the lie that "man is not sinful". Renounce this lie off your life, and your children's, and any consequent difficulty in repenting because of it!

RENOUNCE the inability to repent. If the above lie is believed, there is no need to repent. That wicked deception can become a foundation in our lives without our knowing it.

RENOUNCE the lie that "whatever a person believes is truth".

DECLARE it is a lie, and break that philosophy from your generations. This lie leaves a legal right for all manner of deceptions, for example, in business deals, in matters of doctrine, or in a person's so called integrity.

RENOUNCE the lie that "man can redeem himself" by his good deeds. RENOUNCE the curse of "salvation through good works".

RENOUNCE all SELF RIGHTEOUSNESS

RENOUNCE the lie that "we all have a degree of deity – I am a god". Take the sword of the Spirit to that lie and break the power of it off your children, and their children.

RENOUNCE all resistance of your offspring to GOD being **GOD**, and the "**I AM**".

Loose them from that resistance. "I am a god" is a New Age philosophy, and total idolatry to self. RENOUNCE the idolatry of SELF.

RENOUNCE the strong hold of deception with JEZEBEL and ANTICHRIST.
RENOUNCE the lie that "each degree of Freemasonry is a going further into the light". Every degree is actually going into further darkness. It is the total opposite of going "from glory to glory!"

2 Corinthians 3:18 “18 And all of us, as with unveiled face, [because we] continued to behold [in the Word of God] as in a mirror the glory of the Lord, are constantly being transfigured into His very own image in ever increasing splendor and from one degree of glory to another; [for this comes] from the Lord [Who is] the Spirit.”

RENOUNCE every degree of darkness over your life that has come through Freemasonry oaths, and declare in the Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ), "I am coming out of FREEMASONRY darkness and counterfeit light, and will move from glory to glory into the Light of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ)!

John 1:4 “4 In Him was Life, and the Life was the Light of men.”

1 John 4:7 “7 Beloved, let us love one another, for love is (springs) from God; and he who loves [his fellowmen] is begotten (born) of God and is coming [progressively] to know and understand God [to perceive and recognize and get a better and clearer knowledge of Him].”

RENOUNCE the lie that "light is darkness visible.

RENOUNCE the lie that a freemason is "free". The opposite is the truth; he is under a massive bondage! He is not a freemason, but a bondslave.

RENOUNCE any other curse of deception over your life and your children's lives. The outworking of the deception can be compulsive lying, half-truths, or even a deception about never being able to be deceived!

SELF DECEPTION is perilous, and is only broken by spiritual weapons, for example:

• The casting down of mental strongholds.

2 Corinthians 10:4-5 “4 For the weapons of our warfare are not physical [weapons of flesh and blood], but they are mighty before God for the overthrow and destruction of strongholds, 5 [Inasmuch as we] refute arguments and theories and reasonings and every proud and lofty thing that sets itself up against the [true] knowledge of God; and we lead every thought and purpose away captive into the obedience of Christ (the Messiah, the Anointed One),”
• Deliverance from binding, deceiving religious spirits (Acts 8:9-24).

Acts 16:16-18 “16 As we were on our way to the place of prayer, we were met by a slave girl who was possessed by a spirit of divination [claiming to foretell future events and to discover hidden knowledge], and she brought her owners much gain by her fortunetelling. 17 She kept following Paul and [the rest of] us, shouting loudly, These men are the servants of the Most High God! They announce to you the way of salvation! 18 And she did this for many days. Then Paul, being sorely annoyed and worn out, turned and said to the spirit within her, I charge you in the name of Jesus Christ to come out of her! And it came out that very moment.”

• True repentance with fasting for the breakthrough.

Psalm 35:13 “13 But as for me, when they were sick, my clothing was sackcloth; I afflicted myself with fasting, and I prayed with head bowed on my breast.

Acts 9:9 “9 And he was unable to see for three days, and he neither ate nor drank [anything].

• A re-clothing with:
  o A humble Word-revealed mind,
  o The helmet of salvation,
  o And the belt of TRUTH.

John 17:17 “17 Sanctify them [purify, consecrate, separate them for Yourself, make them holy] by the Truth; Your Word is Truth.”

1 Peter 5:5 “5 Likewise, you who are younger and of lesser rank, be subject to the elders (the ministers and spiritual guides of the church)—[giving them due respect and yielding to their counsel]. Clothe (apron) yourselves, all of you, with humility [as the garb of a servant, so that its covering cannot possibly be stripped from you, with freedom from pride and arrogance] toward one another. For God sets Himself against the proud (the insolent, the overbearing, the disdainful, the presumptuous, the boastful)—[and He opposes, frustrates, and defeats them], but gives grace (favor, blessing) to the humble. [Prov. 3:34.]

Ephesians 5:26 “26 So that He might sanctify her, having cleansed her by the washing of water with the Word,”
Ephesians 6:14, 17 “14  Stand therefore [hold your ground], having tightened the belt of truth around your loins and having put on the breastplate of integrity and of moral rectitude and right standing with God, 15  And having shod your feet in preparation [to face the enemy with the firm-footed stability, the promptness, and the readiness produced by the good news] of the Gospel of peace. [Isa. 52:7.]16  Lift up over all the [covering] shield of saving faith, upon which you can quench all the flaming missiles of the wicked [one]. 17  And take the helmet of salvation and the sword that the Spirit wields, which is the Word of God.”
Wrapping-up prayer after deliverance (for the counsellor) ...

Dear Heavenly FATHER,

Thank You for the work being done here today. We pray against any whiplash, backlash, and judgment from the enemy in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ].

We ask LORD, that You will cut any un-Godly spirit/soul-ties formed in the spirit because of the deliverance that took place, also any transference that took place between their spirit, soul, and body to my spirit, soul and body. We plant the Cross of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] between myself and the counselee. Thank You that no transference will take place. We take Your Comprehensive Insurance for our families, relationships, and possessions.

We ask that You will cleanse and purify this property and this room with the Blood of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] of Nazareth and Your Holy Fire, that no demon will attach itself to any object and all human and dead human spirits be removed by Your escort angels to the footstool of King Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ]. That all defilement be removed and swept away with Your Broom of destruction in Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ].

FATHER, we ask that You remove any watchdog and marker demons, that have been assigned by the kingdom of darkness to mark the property in the spirit for a counter attack through astral projection, to the Feet of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ].

We also want to declare the Kingship of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] of Nazareth over this place and that all openings¹³ are sealed off with Your Blood.

AMEN!

Remember to go before the LORD and shower yourself with the Water of the Word. You may also want to perform a mikvah¹⁴ (baptism), to symbolize a cleansing after deliverance. Remember too to enter into praise and worship and fill yourself with the LORD’s Presence again.

¹³ Openings include telephone and fax lines, computers, water pipes and sewerage, electricity circuits, Wi-Fi networks.

¹⁴ For additional study, see our book “J2F Understanding Water Baptism And The Baptism Of The Holy Spirit”
In closing, after these curses have been dealt with and broken, it is very important to restore BLESSINGS ... we want to encourage fathers to take this calling seriously, and to begin BLESSING their families according to the Commandment of the LORD that the priests bless with the following blessing ...

**The Priestly Blessing ...**

*Numbers 6:24-26*

“24 The LORD bless thee, and keep thee: 25 The LORD make his face shine upon thee, and be gracious unto thee: 26 The LORD lift up his countenance upon thee, and give thee peace.”
"YHVH will kneel before you presenting gifts, and He will guard you with a hedge of protection, YHVH will illuminate the wholeness of His Being toward you, bringing order, and He will provide you with love, sustenance, and friendship, YHVH will lift up the wholeness of His Being and look upon you, and He will set in place all you need to be whole and complete."

---

15 Translation by Jeff A. Benner, for more information, please see [http://www.ancient-hebrew.org/12_blessing.html](http://www.ancient-hebrew.org/12_blessing.html)
The Priestly Blessing

יִבְרָכֶ֛ה יְהוָ֑ה וְנַֽחְשׁוֹםְךָ:
and may he guard you the LORD may he bless you

May the LORD bless you and keep you

יִנָּר יְהוָ֖ה פּוֹנַי אֶלְלוֹהִ֑י ויהוֹֽנָגְךָ:
and show you favor on you his face the LORD May he shine

May the LORD make His face shine upon you and be gracious to you

יִשְׁנָ֚א יְהוָ֖ה פּוֹנַי אֶלְלוֹהִ֑י וְיִשְׁמָ֖שׁ לְךָ שָלוֹֽם:
peace for you and establish on you his face the LORD may he lift up

May the LORD lift up his face to you and give you peace

---

1 This blessing is (ritually) recited (by the kohanim) during synagogue services during Nesiat Kapayim ("the Raising of the Hands"), though it is also recited over children on Friday night before the start of the Shabbat meal or as a bedtime blessing.
2 The name יְהֹוָ֖ה (יהוה) represents God's attributes of love and mercy (חוֹדֶה חַיִּים), in contradistinction to the name אלהים ( אלהי), which represents God's attribute of justice and power as our Creator.
3 The word for "blessing" in the Scriptures pertains to pru urvu (בער וברע), "be fruitful and multiply" (Gen. 1:22).
4 To guard, protect, heed, as in the exercise of diligent care. Only God has the power to secure the conferred blessing and keep it from turning sour or from fading away.
5 The hiphil verb (רָאֵי) comes from the word "light" (רָאָי), and is thought to refer to God's wisdom. "May God enlighten you" with His wisdom, i.e., the Divine Light that preceded the work of creation (Gen. 1:3).
6 May God grant you grace or favor (נָרֵא), i.e., to understand the "breadth and length and height and depth" of God's love (Eph. 3:18). Grace refers to the bestowal of an undeserved gift. The blessing is bestowed even though unearned or unmerited.
7 Since one's face is an indication of the heart's attitude, Rashi says that this means God will suppress His anger by "looking at you" (if God is angry at you, He "turns His face away" and refuses to admit your presence). The "lifting of face" also pictures God lifting you up as a father might lift up his child in joy. The "showing of face" indicates spiritual intimacy.
8 All of the other blessings are useless without the establishment of inner peace, and therefore it is the seal of the blessing. Shalom (שלום) is not simply the absence of strife, but a balance and harmony between the finite and infinite, the temporal and the eternal, the material and the spiritual realms. Shalom is a gift from Sar Shalom (שלום), the Prince of Peace.

Birkat Kohanim: Num. 6:24-26 www.hebrew4christians.com